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Abstract

Recent decisions by leading AI labs to either open-source their models or to restrict
access to their models has sparked debate about whether, and how, increasingly capable AI
models should be shared. Open-sourcing in AI typically refers to making model architecture
and weights freely and publicly accessible for anyone to modify, study, build on, and
use. This offers advantages such as enabling external oversight, accelerating progress, and
decentralizing control over AI development and use. However, it also presents a growing
potential for misuse and unintended consequences. This paper offers an examination of the
risks and benefits of open-sourcing highly capable foundation models. While open-sourcing
has historically provided substantial net benefits for most software and AI development
processes, we argue that for some highly capable foundation models likely to be developed in
the near future, open-sourcing may pose sufficiently extreme risks to outweigh the benefits.
In such a case, highly capable foundation models should not be open-sourced, at least
not initially. Alternative strategies, including non-open-source model sharing options, are
explored. The paper concludes with recommendations for developers, standard-setting
bodies, and governments for establishing safe and responsible model sharing practices and
preserving open-source benefits where safe.
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Executive Summary

Recent decisions by AI developers to open-source foundation models have sparked debate over
the prudence of open-sourcing increasingly capable AI systems. Open-sourcing in AI typically
involves making model architecture and weights freely and publicly accessible for anyone to modify,
study, build on, and use. On the one hand, this offers clear advantages including enabling external
oversight, accelerating progress, and decentralizing AI control. On the other hand, it presents notable
risks, such as allowing malicious actors to use AI models for harmful purposes without oversight and
to disable model safeguards designed to prevent misuse.

This paper attempts to clarify open-source terminology and to offer a thorough analysis of risks and
benefits from open-sourcing AI. While open-sourcing has, to date, provided substantial net benefits
for most software and AI development processes, we argue that for some highly capable models
likely to emerge in the near future, the risks of open sourcing may outweigh the benefits.

There are three main factors underpinning this concern:

1. Highly capable models have the potential for extreme risks. Of primary concern is diffusion
of dangerous AI capabilities that could pose extreme risks—risk of significant physical harm or
disruption to key societal functions. Malicious actors might apply highly capable systems, for
instance, to help build new biological and chemical weapons, or to mount cyberattacks against
critical infrastructures and institutions. We also consider other risks such as models helping
malicious actors disseminate targeted misinformation at scale or to enact coercive population
surveillance.
Arguably, current AI capabilities do not yet surpass a critical threshold of capability for the most
extreme risks. However, we are already seeing nascent dangerous capabilities emerge, and this
trend is likely to continue as models become increasingly capable and it becomes easier and
requires less expertise and compute resources for users to deploy and fine-tune these models.
(Section 3)

2. Open-sourcing is helpful in addressing some risks, but could—overall—exacerbate the
extreme risks that highly capable AI models may pose. For traditional software, open-sourcing
facilitates defensive activities to guard against misuse more so than it facilitates offensive misuse
by malicious actors. However, the offense-defense balance is likely to skew more towards offense
for increasingly capable foundation models for a variety of reasons including: (i) Open-sourcing
allows malicious actors to disable safeguards against misuse and to possibly introduce new
dangerous capabilities via fine-tuning. (ii) Open-sourcing greatly increases attacker knowledge
of possible exploits beyond what they would have been able to easily discover otherwise. (iii)
Researching safety vulnerabilities is comparatively time consuming and resource intensive, and
fixes are often neither straightforward nor easily implemented. (iv) It is more difficult to ensure
improvements are implemented downstream, and flaws and safety issues are likely to perpetuate
further due to the general use nature of the foundation models. (Section 3)

3. There are alternative, less risky methods for pursuing open-source goals. There are a variety
of strategies that might be employed to work towards the same goals as open-sourcing for highly
capable foundation models but with less risk, albeit with their own shortcomings. These alternative
methods include more structured model access options catered to specific research, auditing, and
downstream development needs, as well as proactive efforts to organize secure collaborations,
and to encourage and enable wider involvement in AI development, evaluation, and governance
processes. (Section 4)

In light of these potential risks, limitations, and alternatives, we offer the following recommenda-
tions for developers, standards setting bodies, and governments. These recommendations are to help
establish safe and responsible model sharing practices and to preserve open-source benefits where
safe. They also summarize the paper’s main takeaways. (Section 5)

1. Developers and governments should recognize that some highly capable models will be too
risky to open-source, at least initially. These models may become safe to open-source in the
future as societal resilience to AI risk increases and improved safety mechanisms are developed.
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2. Decisions about open-sourcing highly capable foundation models should be informed by
rigorous risk assessments. In addition to evaluating models for dangerous capabilities and
immediate misuse applications, risk assessments must consider how a model might be fine-tuned
or otherwise amended to facilitate misuse.

3. Developers should consider alternatives to open-source release that capture some of the
same distributive, democratic, and societal benefits, without creating as much risk. Some
promising alternatives include gradual or “staged” model release, structured model access for
researchers and auditors, and democratic oversight of AI development and governance decisions.

4. Developers, standards setting bodies, and open-source communities should engage in col-
laborative and multi-stakeholder efforts to define fine-grained standards for when model
components should be released. These standards should be based on an understanding of the
risks posed by releasing different combinations of model components.

5. Governments should exercise oversight of open-source AI models and enforce safety mea-
sures when stakes are sufficiently high. AI developers may not voluntarily adopt risk assessment
and model sharing standards. Governments will need to enforce such measures through options
such as liability law and regulation, licensing requirements, fines, or penalties. They will also
need to build the capacity to enforce such oversight mechanisms effectively. Immediate work is
needed to evaluate the costs, consequences, and legal feasibility of various policy interventions
and enforcement mechanisms we list.
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1 Introduction

As AI developers build increasingly capable models, they face a dilemma about whether and how
they should share their models. One foundational decision they must make is whether to open-source
their models—that is, make their models freely and publicly accessible for anyone to use, study,
modify, and share.1

Software development communities have traditionally enjoyed strong norms for sharing and open-
source publication. Accordingly, for many AI researchers and developers open-sourcing is a deeply
held professional and personal value. However, this value can sit in tension with others, like growing
a profitable organization may contradict protecting consumers from harm [1]. Debate continues about
the risks, benefits, and tradeoffs of open-source model release.

Recently, some large AI labs have decided that open-sourcing foundation models involves unaccept-
able trade-offs and have chosen to restrict model access out of competitive concerns and worries
about model misuse. These labs are either keeping their models completely private (e.g., DeepMind’s
Chinchilla [2]) or employing a structured access approach to model sharing (e.g., OpenAI’s GPT-4
[3] and Anthropic’s Claude 2 [4] via their APIs [5], which enable the enforcement of user restrictions
and implementation of controls such as safety filters in order to manage harms.

There has been pushback against this trend to restrict model access and calls to reinforce traditional
software development community norms for sharing and openness is common. The concerns are that
model access restriction stifles innovation, disallows external oversight, hinders the distribution of AI
benefits, and concentrates control over AI’s future to a small number of major AI labs [6, 7]. Labs
such as Hugging Face, Allen Institute for AI, EleutherAI, RedPajama, LAION, Together.xyz, Mosaic,
and Stability AI have recently chosen to open-source large models. Meta has been a particularly
vocal open-source proponent with its release of I-JEPA [8], an efficient and visual transformer in
June 2023, followed closely by Llama 2 [9–11], in July 2023.

There are many considerable benefits of open-source software (OSS) development. For thirty years,
OSS has proliferated alongside, and often inside, of commercial software, encouraging cooperation,
promoting software adoption via lowered costs, reducing monopolistic control by major software
companies, fostering rapid innovation, growing talent, and improving software quality through
community review [12–14]. The academic tradition in which many machine learning researchers are
trained also enjoys strong norms of open research publication. It is only natural that many machine
learning developers and researchers follow suit, creating groups and organizations like Hugging
Face, Stability AI, RedPajama, and EleutherAI in order to build and release increasingly capable AI
models.

However, we will explain that there is a disanalogy between OSS and open-source AI, and that
we should not expect these same benefits to seamlessly translate from OSS to cutting-edge AI
development efforts. While it is natural that an OSS lens has been used to motivate the open-sourcing
of AI systems, continuing to do so could come with significant downsides. The rapid increase in
capabilities that we have observed, and likely will continue to see, mean that open-sourcing AI
systems come with higher risks of misuse, accidents, and dangerous structural effects than traditional
software [15].

In comparative terms, open-sourcing a model will tend to present greater risks than releasing it
using a structured access approach whereby model access is mediated, for example, through an API
[16]. First, once a model is open-sourced, any safeguards put in place by an AI lab to prevent its
misuse can be circumvented (see Section 3.1). No methods currently exist to reliably prevent this.
Second, once a model is open-sourced, those with sufficient expertise and computing resources can,
without oversight, "fine-tune" it to introduce and enhance capabilities that can be misused. These
two possibilities mean that any threshold of safe behavior observed and evaluated under closed or
restricted contexts cannot necessarily be assumed to hold once the model is made publicly available.2

1We use the term open-source without precise requirements on license permissions, but more generally to
mean making a model publicly and freely available. See section 2 for further discussion on open-source meaning
and terminology.

2Since it is difficult to verify the safety of any model and ensure that you have observed the true range of
possible behaviors, this also holds true for models that are not open-sourced. However, the fact models can be
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Furthermore, open-source AI model release is irreversible; there is no “undo” function if significant
harms materialize. If a model has a flaw—some exploit that elicits undesirable capabilities—or
grave misuse potential, there is nothing to stop users from continuing to use the model once released.
Similarly, if developers release patches or updated model versions to remedy flaws, there is no way to
ensure users will implement the patches or operate the most up-to-date version. For malicious users
who seek to exploit model vulnerabilities that allow for harmful applications, they are incentivized
not to adopt any safety improvements.

Ultimately, as AI labs push the boundaries of foundation model development, the risks of open-
sourcing will grow as models become increasingly capable. The risks from such capability improve-
ments could become sufficiently severe that the benefits of open-sourcing outweigh the costs. We
therefore recommend that decisions to open-source highly capable foundation models should be made
only after careful deliberation that considers (i) the range of misuse risks the open-source model may
present and (ii) the potential for open-source benefits to be provided through alternative means. We
expect that in the future some highly capable foundation models should not be open-sourced.

We begin by defining highly capable foundation models (section 2) and the risks presented by open-
sourcing them (Section 3). The harms are significant and plausibly, in certain cases, justify foundation
model access restrictions. We then turn to three key arguments for open-source model sharing and
explore alternative mechanisms for achieving the desired end with significantly less risk (Section 4).
Finally, we present recommendations for AI developers and policymakers in light of our discussion
(Section 5).

2 What Do We Mean by “Open-Source Highly Capable Foundation Models”?

2.1 What are Highly Capable Foundation Models?

Foundation models. Foundation models, sometimes referred to as general-purpose AI models, are
machine learning models like GPT-4 that demonstrate a base of general capabilities that allow them
to be adapted to perform a wide range of downstream tasks [17, 18]. These capabilities can include
natural language conversation, behavior prediction, image analysis, and media generation3, which
can be used to develop or be directly integrated into other AI systems, products, and models.4

When modalities are combined, multimodal foundation models can integrate and respond to numerous
data types (e.g., text, audio, images, etc.). For instance, Stable Diffusion [27] and DALL·E 2 [28]
combine natural language processing capabilities with image generation capabilities to translate
natural language prompts into image outputs. GPT-4 is also multimodal, though that functionality is
not made widely available [29],5 and Meta’s open-source ImageBind project aims to link up numerous
streams of data including audio, text, visual data, movement and temperature readings to produce
immersive, multi-sensory experiences [31].

Foundation models can be used positively in healthcare [32], for data analysis [21], customer
support [22], immersive gaming [33], or personalized tutoring [24]. But they can also be misused and
deployed by bad actors, for example, to generate child sexual abuse material [34], create fake real-time

further fine-tuned, adapted, and integrated with other systems upon release means that the true range of possible
behaviors can shift in unpredictable ways untestable at the pre-release stage.

3Today, many of the most discussed foundation models are generative AI systems that are variants of large
language models (LLMs) like GPT-4 (the model which forms the base of the conversational ChatGPT interface).
LLMs are machine learning models with complex architectures that generate plausible text or visual content in
response to user prompts (that are often text-based). To do so, they are first trained on vast amounts of text, where
they learn to predict the next token (or word). Additional training then steers the LLM towards providing outputs
that humans rate highly—this makes it more likely that the LLM will provide helpful, non-toxic responses.

4We are already seeing current-generation foundation models, like GPT-4, being integrated into clinical
diagnoses in healthcare [19], visual web accessibility tooling [20], qualitative data analysis [21], video game
character development [22], customer assistance and support [23], foreign language education [24], financial
fraud detection [25], legal tools [26], and many other industries. As their capabilities increase, future generations
of foundation models will continue to be deployed across industry and government, integrating them into many
downstream applications across a wide-range of sectors, including safety-critical applications.

5Multimodal functionality is now available to some Microsoft Enterprise customers via BingChat [30].
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interviews or recorded histories for influential politicians [35], or to conduct highly-effective targeted
scams convincing victims that they are calling with trusted friends and family [36, 37]. Other current
and ongoing harms posed by foundation models include, but are not limited to, bias, discrimination,
representational harms, hate speech and online abuse, and privacy-invading information hazards [17,
38–40].

Foundation models have also been associated with upstream harms including poor labor conditions in
the supply chain and for those hired to label data [41, 42] as well as putting strain on the environment
through high energy and resource usage during training, deployment, and the production of the
required hardware [43–45].

“Highly capable” foundation models. We define highly capable foundation models as foundation
models that exhibit high performance across a broad domain of cognitive tasks, often performing the
tasks as well as, or better than, a human.6

Researchers are working to develop suitable benchmarks to track the increase in such general-
purpose capabilities by measuring performance of such models holistically (e.g., in regards to
language, reasoning, and robustness [46] and across a spectrum of specific areas of knowledge, from
professional medicine and jurisprudence to electrical engineering and formal logic [47].

Extreme risks and harms. In this paper we are particularly concerned with the possibility that
highly capable models may come to exhibit dangerous capabilities causing extreme risks and harms
such as significant physical harm or disruption to key societal functions.7

Dangerous capabilities that highly capable foundation models could possess include making it easier
for non-experts to access known biological weapons or aid in the creation of new ones [50], or
giving unprecedented offensive cyberattack capabilities to malicious actors [51, 52]. Being able
to produce highly persuasive personalized disinformation at scale, effectively produce propaganda
and influence campaigns, or act deceptively towards humans, could also present extreme risks [53].
Self-proliferation abilities, such as evading post-deployment monitoring systems, gaining financial
and computing resources without user or developer consent, or a model exfiltrating its own trained
weights, are more speculative but might also facilitate extreme risks [49, 54]. This is particularly the
case if models are embedded within critical infrastructure. The magnitude of these risks requires
that model developers more carefully and systematically weigh risks against benefits when making
open-sourcing decisions for highly capable foundation models than for present-day foundation
models.

Perhaps in the future we will use AI models to guard against the risks and harms presented by the
misuse of, and accidents caused by, other AI models, allowing us to safely deploy AI models with
increasingly powerful capabilities. However, such solutions are currently technically under-developed,
and there are substantial challenges to effectively deploying defensive solutions for AI at a societal
level and at scale [55]. We therefore focus on forthcoming models that may take us into a zone of
high risk against which we do not yet have sufficient social or technological resilience.

In section 3 we discuss many risks that foundation models at the frontier of today’s capabilities
currently present. Arguably, these capabilities do not yet surpass a critical threshold of capability for

6We intentionally speak about “highly-capable models” instead of “frontier models”. The “frontier” refers to
the cutting-edge of AI development [18], however the frontier of cutting-edge AI moves forward as AI research
progresses. This means that some highly capable systems of concern—those capable of exhibiting dangerous
capabilities with the potential to cause significant physical and societal-scale harm—will sit behind the frontier
of AI capability. Even if these models are behind the frontier, we should still exercise caution in deciding to
release such models, all else being equal.

7Shevlane et al. [48] operationalise such extreme risks and harms in terms of the scale of the impact they
could have—e.g., killing tens of thousands of people or causing hundreds of billions of dollars of economic or
environmental damage—or the level of disruption this would cause to society and the political order.
In their recently released Responsible Scaling Policy [49], Anthropic distinguishes between four AI Safety Levels
(ASL’s). Like the Anthropic document, this paper is primarily focused on the likely near future development of
ASL-3 models which are those that show “low level autonomous capabilities” or for which “access to the model
would substantially increase the risk of catastrophic misuse, either by proliferating capabilities, lowering costs,
or enabling new methods of attack as compared to non-LLM baseline of risk.”
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the most extreme risks. However, we are seeing some dangerous capabilities emerge, and this trend
is likely to continue as models become increasingly capable and as it becomes easier and requires
less expertise and compute resources for users to deploy and fine-tune these models.8 Recently, after
extensive testing of their large language model, Claude, by biosecurity experts, Anthropic reported
that “unmitigated LLMs could accelerate a bad actor’s efforts to misuse biology relative to solely
having internet access, and enable them to accomplish tasks they could not without an LLM.” They
note that these effects, while “likely small today”, are on the near-term horizon and could materialize
“in the next two to three years, rather than five or more” [56].

Our general recommendation is that it is prudent to assume that the next generation of foundation
models could exhibit a sufficiently high level of general-purpose capability to actualize specific
extreme risks. Developers and policymakers should therefore implement measures now to guide
responsible model research decisions in anticipation of more highly capable models.

These recommendations are driven by the fast pace of AI progress, the immense challenge of verifying
the safety of AI systems, and our ongoing struggle to effectively prevent harms from even current-day
systems on a technical and social level. It is difficult to predict when more extreme risks may arise.
The level of risk that a model presents is intimately tied to model capability, and it is hard to know
when a critical line of capability has been or will likely be passed to pose extreme risks. In the
past, model capabilities often have arisen unexpectedly or have been discovered only after model
deployment [57].

AI models do not need to be general-purpose to pose a risk. Finally, it is worth noting that
high-risk AI models do not necessarily need to be general-purpose in nature like foundation models,
nor must they be at the frontier of current capabilities to pose the risks described above. For example,
Urbina et al. [58] demonstrated that standard, narrow AI tools used within the pharmaceutical industry
can be repurposed to assist with the design of chemical weapons. There are also more pressing
concerns that AI systems might soon present extreme biological risks [59]. So while outside the remit
of this paper, care should similarly be taken in the open-sourcing of narrow AI models that could, for
example, be used to aid in chemical or biological weapons development.

2.2 Open-Source AI: Definition and Disanalogy

“Open-source” is a term borrowed from open-source software (OSS). In the context of open-source
software, “open-source” was defined in 1998 as a “social contract” (and later a certification) describing
software designed to be publicly accessible—meaning anyone can view, use, modify, and distribute
the source-code—and that is released under an open-source license. An open-source license must
meet ten core criteria, including free source code access, permission for derived works, and no
discrimination against which fields or groups may use the software [60, 61].

With the release of AI models like LLaMA, LLaMA2, Dolly, StableLM the term “open-source” has
become disjointed from open-source license requirements [62]. Some developers use “open-source”
merely to mean that their model is available for download, while the license may still disallow certain
use cases and distribution. For example, while Meta refers to LLaMA-2 as an open-source model, the
LLaMA-2 license caveat is that the model cannot be used commercially by downstream developers
with over 700 million monthly users, and the outputs cannot be used to train other large language
models. Strictly speaking, LLaMA2 is therefore not open-source according to the traditional OSS

8According to Anthropic’s Responsible Scaling Policy [49], current cutting-edge foundation model capabilities
are at AI Safety Level 2 (ASL-2). Anthropic defines ASL-2 models as those “that do not yet pose a risk of
catastrophe, but do exhibit early signs of the necessary capabilities required for catastrophic harms. For example,
ASL-2 models may (in absence of safeguards) (a) provide information related to catastrophic misuse, but not
in a way that significantly elevates risk compared to existing sources of knowledge such as search engines, or
(b) provide information about catastrophic misuse cases that cannot be easily found in another way, but is
inconsistent or unreliable enough to not yet present a significantly elevated risk of actual harm.” Given current
indications from ASL-2 models, it is prudent to expect that ALS-3 models (see footnote 8) will begin to emerge
in the near future, and developers and policymakers should prepare accordingly.
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definition [63], and the marketing of it as such has been criticized as false and misleading by the
Open Source Initiative [63].9

However, in this paper we set licensing considerations aside, as we are concerned with the
risks and benefits of public model accessibility. From an AI risk perspective, even where more
restrictive licenses such as RAIL (Responsible AI License) include clauses that restrict certain use
cases [66], license breaches are difficult to track and enforce when models are feely and publicly
available for download [67]. License breach will also not be of great concern for malicious actors
intending to cause significant harm. Accordingly, and in line with increasing common parlance, we
use the term open-source only to refer to models that are publicly accessible at no cost.10

Licensing aside, the open-source software concept—referring only to “free and publicly down-
loadable source code”—does not translate directly to AI due to differences in how AI systems
are built [62, 68]. For AI systems, “source code” can refer to either or both of the inference code
and the training code which can be shared independently. AI systems also have additional system
components beyond source code, such as model weights and training data, all of which can be shared
or kept private independent of the source code and of each other.

Experts disagree on precisely which model components need to be shared for an AI model to be
considered open-source. Rather, the term is being used to encapsulate a variety of system access
options ranging on a spectrum from what Irene Solaiman [69] calls non-gated downloadable to
fully open models. For fully open models, training and inference code, weights, and all other
model components and available documentation are made public (e.g., GPT-J [70]). For non-gated
downloadable models, key model components are publicly available for download while others are
withheld. The available components generally include some combination of training code (minimally
model architecture), model weights, and training data.11

Table 1 presents a useful reference list of standard model components and definitions. See Appendix A
for a more detailed breakdown.

Table 1: Useful definitions of commonly-shared AI model components

Term Definition

Model
architecture

The code that specifies the structure and design of an AI model, including the types of
layers, the connections between them, and any additional components or features that
need to be incorporated. It also specifies the types of inputs and outputs to the model,
how input data are processed, and how learning happens in the model.

Model
weights

The variables or numerical values used to specify how the input (e.g., text describing
an image) is transformed into the output (e.g., the image itself). These are iteratively
updated during model training to improve the model’s performance on the tasks for
which it is trained.

Inference
code

The code that, given the model weights and architecture, implements the trained
model. In other words, it runs the AI model and allows it to perform tasks (like writing,
classifying images and playing games).

Training
code

The code that defines the model architecture and implements the algorithms used to
optimize the model weights during training. The training algorithms iteratively update
the model weights to improve the AI model’s performance on the training tasks.

9Indeed, there are likely economic, strategic, and reputational benefits for a company to ‘open-source’ a
model in this way [64]. Open-source innovation building on publicly available architectures can easily be
reincorporated into the model developer’s downstream products. “Openness” also has a reputationally positive
connotation. “Openwashing” is a term that describes companies who spin an appearance of open-source and
open-licensing for marketing purposes, while continuing proprietary practices [65].

11For gated downloadable models, in contrast, privileged download access is granted only to specific actors.
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The more model components that are publicly released, the easier it is for other actors to
reproduce, modify, and use the model. For example, access to model architecture and trained
weights (e.g., StabilityAI’s Stable Diffusion [71]), when combined with inference code, is sufficient
for anyone to use a pre-trained model to perform tasks. Inference code can be easily written by
downstream developers or even generated by large language models such as ChatGPT. It also does
not need to match the original inference code used by the model developer to run the model. Access
to model weights also allows downstream developers to fine-tune and optimize model performance
for specific tasks and applications.

Releasing other useful parts of the training code makes it much easier for other actors to reproduce
and use the trained model. For instance, providing the optimal hyperparameters would make a
pre-trained OS AI model more capable (and possibly dangerous), and releasing the code used to
clean, label and load the training data would reduce the burden on actors trying to reproduce model
weights.

Sometimes, an AI developer will release the training and inference code for a model, but not the
trained model weights (e.g., Meta’s LLaMA [72] before the weights were leaked).12 In such cases,
actors with sufficient computing resources and data access could train the model and, with some
inference code, run it.13 However, at the moment, few actors (realistically, only large technology
companies, state-level actors, or well-funded start-ups) have the computing resources available to
train highly capable foundation models that represent the frontier of model performance.14

Therefore, in this paper, when we refer to open-source foundation models, we mean models for
which at least model architecture and trained weights are publicly available unless otherwise
specified.

Box 1 describes the need for further work defining open-source gradients beyond the definition we
give here; releasing different (combinations of) model components in addition to trained weights and
training code enables different downstream activities.

3 Risks of Open-Sourcing Foundation Models

Due to their vast application space and pace of development, foundation models have potential for
broad and significant benefit and harm. Accordingly, open-sourcing these models poses some
substantial risks which we present in two categories: malicious use (3.1) and proliferation of
unresolved flaws (3.2).

These harms are intensified by the fact that once a decision has been made to open-source, there is
no “undo” function. A published model cannot be rolled back if major safety issues emerge or if
malicious actors find an AI tool to be particularly useful for scamming, hacking, deceptive influence,
or acts of terror. Methods exist that allow even partially open-sourced models (e.g., code with some
or no other model components) to be replicated and shared in full [79].

12Furthermore, we should expect model weight leaks to be frequent. Weights are contained in relatively small
files (usually less than 256 GB) that can be easily and untraceably shared. Meta, for instance, chose to restrict
access to the weights of its large language model LLaMa to researchers on a case-by-case basis, but a week
later the weights were leaked and are now available publicly on the internet [31]. If weights for a trainable
open-source model are leaked, the public functionally has access to a pre-trained open-source model.

13Note that if the model weights were not made publicly available, external actors who trained a trainable OS
model may discover a set of model weights distinct from those discovered by the original developer who released
the model. Using a different set of weights, however, does not preclude a model from performing equally well as
(or perhaps even better than) a model using the original weights.

14Training frontier foundation models costs $10–100 million in compute costs and is projected to increase
to $1–10 billion in coming years [73]. However, the cost to train a model that matches the performance of a
previous state-of-the-art system has fallen rapidly. For instance, training GPT-3, the most powerful foundation
model available in June 2020, was estimated to cost at least $4.6 million [74], but by September 2022 an
equivalently powerful model was theoretically available for $450,000 [75]. This is due to both advances in AI
chip technology and the discovery of more efficient AI algorithms [76–78].
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Box 1: Further research is needed to define open-source gradients

Gradient of System Access
The idea that models are either released open-source or maintained closed-source presents
a false dichotomy; there are a variety of model release options ranging from fully closed to
fully open model [68, 80, 81].

“Considerations and Systems Along the Gradient of System Access”
[figure reproduced from Solaiman [69]]

What is generally referred to as “open-source” model release spans the two system access
categories on the far right of Irene Solaiman’s [69] gradient: Downloadable (specifically
non-gated downloadable—meaning that anyone is free to download the available components)
and Fully Open.

Gradient of Open-Source Access
For fully-open models, source code, weights, training data, and all other model components
and available documentation are made public. However, in the non-gated downloadable
category—in which some components are publicly downloadable (usually including weights
and architecture) while others are withheld—there is room for further specification. Im-
portantly, the precise benefits and risks of open-sourcing are determined by the specific
combinations of model components and documentation that are made publicly available.

Precise Definitions for Precise Standards
Near-term investment in a project is needed to investigate and articulate what activities are
made possible by access to different (combinations of) model components. This information
will be key to constructing effective and fine-grained model release standards that are not
overly burdensome, and to ensure open-source values are protected and benefits enjoyed
where safe.

We make a start in Appendix A, though it is a much larger and more involved project than we
can do justice here, and it is a project on which members of open-source communities should
be centrally involved. The Open Source Initiative recently launched one such initiative to
define what machine learning systems will be characterized as open-source [82].
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3.1 Malicious Use

Open-source publication increases foundation models’ vulnerability to misuse. Given access to the
model’s weights and architecture, any actor with the requisite technical background15 can write their
own inference code—or modify available inference code—to run the model without safety filters.
They can also fine-tune the model to enhance the model’s dangerous capabilities or introduce new
ones.

There are several ways in which open-source publication can facilitate misuse:

Firstly, open-sourcing a model allows actors to run the model using new or modified inference code
that lacks any content safety filters included in the original code. Stable Diffusion’s safety filter, for
example, can be removed by deleting a single line of inference code.16 This is possible because such
filters are implemented post-hoc, appending additional processes to the model’s inference code, rather
than fundamentally changing the behavior of the model itself. With content safety filters removed,
there is nothing to prevent users from presenting the models with unsafe requests or to prevent the
model from yielding unsafe outputs.

Secondly, the ability to fine-tune an open-source model without restrictions enables the modification
of models specifically for malicious purposes. Fine-tuning that occurs through an API can be
monitored; for example, the API owner can inspect the contents of the fine-tuning data set. Without
such monitoring, fine-tuning could involve the reintroduction of potentially dangerous capabilities
that were initially removed by developers pre-release through their own fine-tuning. Fine-tuning
can also lead models to become even more dangerous than they were before safety measures were
applied. However, increasing a model’s dangerous capabilities by fine-tuning would be more difficult
than removing certain kinds of post-hoc safeguards like filters; fine-tuning requires the curation of
a dataset to promote those dangerous capabilities, as well as requiring the necessary compute and
technical expertise to successfully fine-tune the model.

Thirdly, access to model weights can aid adversarial actors in effectively jailbreaking system safe-
guards (including for copies of the system that have not been modified). Traditional jailbreaks use
clever prompt engineering to override safety controls in order to elicit dangerous behavior from a
model (e.g., getting a large language model (LLMs) to provide instructions for building a bomb by
asking it to write a movie script in which one character describes how to build a bomb). Creative
prompting only requires model query access. However, researchers recently discovered a method of
adversarial attack in which the network weights of open-source LLMs aided researchers in optimizing
the automatic and unlimited production of “adversarial suffixes”, sequences of characters that, when
appended to a query, will reliably cause the model to obey commands even if it produces harmful
content [84]. Notably, this method, which was developed using open-source models Vicuna-7B
and Meta’s LLaMA-2, is transferable; it also works against other LLMs such as GPT-4 (OpenAI),
Bard (Google), and Claude (Anthropic), indicating that open-sourcing one model can expose the
vulnerabilities of others.

The above methods have the potential of reducing, if not entirely nullifying, the measures taken
by developers to limit the misuse potential of their models. These measures would be much more
difficult to bypass in cases where the model weights and training code are not openly released, and
where user interaction with the model is facilitated through an API. Fine-tuning, in particular, can
also lead models to be more dangerous than they might have been originally.

15Knowledge equivalent to that from a graduate-level machine learning course would be sufficient to perform
fine-tuning, but additional experience in training models would likely be useful in addressing the myriad of
issues that sometimes come up, like divergence and memory issues. Depending on the malicious use case, it
may be more or less difficult to source the required data set.

16This observation comes from personal correspondence with several technical researchers. We do not provide
further details on specific technical flaws since we believe it would be irresponsible to do so. Please see Rando
et al. [83] on red-teaming the Stable Diffusion safety filter for related information.
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3.1.1 Varieties of Malicious Use17

Potential epistemic, social and political consequences of foundation model misuse include the
following [85, 86].

• Influence operations. There is a wealth of existing research theorizing AI’s utility in automating, or
otherwise scaling, political or ideological influence campaigns through the production and targeted
dissemination of false or misleading information [17, 86–88]. There is concern about multimodal
foundation models being used to create interactive deepfakes of politicians or constructing and
catering detailed and seemingly verifiable false histories [35]. A recent experiment demonstrated
the potential for AI-based influence operations when the LLM-based system, CounterCloud, was
deployed to autonomously identify political articles, to generate and publish counter-narratives,
and then to direct internet traffic by writing tweets and building fake journalist profiles to create a
veneer of authenticity [89].
Concerns about AI being used to manipulate public views, undermine trust, drive polarization, or
otherwise shape community epistemics have led some scholars to speculate that ‘whoever controls
language models controls politics’ [90].

• Surveillance and population control. AI advances the means of states to monitor and control their
populations through immersive data collection, such as facial and voice recognition [91], the nascent
practice of affect recognition [92], and predictive policing [93]. AI also allows automating and
thus ever more cheaply analyzing unprecedented amounts of data [48]. Authoritarian governments
may be most likely to make use of AI to monitor and control their populations or to suppress
subpopulations [94, 95], but and? other types of governments are employing AI enabled surveillance
capabilities as well. Nascent AI surveillance technologies are spreading globally and in countries
with political systems ranging from closed autocracies to advanced democracies [96, 97].

• Scamming and spear phishing. Malicious actors can use AI to fraudulently pose as a trusted
individual for the purpose of theft or extraction of sensitive information [98]. For example, large
language models have been shown to be proficient in generating convincing spear phishing emails,
targeted at specific individuals, at negligible cost [99].
Evidence from online forums also indicates that malicious AI tools and the use of “jailbreaks” to
produce sensitive information and harmful content are proliferating amongst cyber criminals [100].
High profile scams using generative AI have also been observed, with one report detailing how
$35million was stolen from a Japanese firm by scammers who used AI voice cloning tools to pose
as a company executive to employees [37].

• Cyber attacks. Foundation models have applications for both cybersecurity and cyber warfare
[52, 101]. Early demonstrations show that LLMs’ current coding abilities can already find direct
application in the development of malware and the design of cyber attacks [102]. With improved
accessibility and system capability, the pace of customized malware production may increase as
could the variability of the malware generated. This poses a threat to the production of viable
defense mechanisms. Especially in the near term, there is some evidence that AI generated malware
can evade current detection systems designed for less variable, human-written programs [103–105].
Ultimately, information gained from cyberattacks might be used to steal identities, or to gather
personal information used to mount more sophisticated and targeted influence operations and
spear phishing attacks. Cyberattacks could also be used to target government agencies or critical
infrastructure such as electrical grids [106], financial infrastructures, and weapons controls.

• Biological and chemical weapons development. Finally, current foundation models have shown
nascent capabilities in aiding and automating scientific research, especially when augmented with
external specialized tools and databases [107, 108]. Foundation models may therefore reduce the
human expertise required to carry-out dual-use scientific research, such as gain-of-function research
in virology, or the synthesis of dangerous chemical compounds or biological pathogens [50, 109].
For example, pre-release model evaluation of GPT-4 showed that the model could re-engineer

17To be clear, open-sourcing is not to blame for the malicious use of AI. Foundation models are a dual use
technology, and where the technology is built by malicious actors or where effective safety restrictions are
not in-place for models accessible via API, misuse can occur. Open-sourcing risks the diffusion of potentially
dangerous capabilities to malicious actors and lowers barriers against misuse.
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known harmful biochemical compounds [110], and red-teaming on Anthropic’s Claude 2 identified
significant potential for biosecurity risks [56, 111].
Specialized AI tools used within these domains can also be easily modified for the purpose of
designing potent novel toxins [58]. Integrating narrow tools with a foundation model could increase
risk further: During pre-deployment evaluation of GPT-4, a red-teamer was able to use the language
model to generate the chemical formula for a novel, unpatented molecule and order it to the red-
teamer’s house [110]. Law-makers in the United States are beginning to take this biosecurity threat
seriously, with bipartisan legislation—the Artificial Intelligence and Biosecurity Risk Assessment
Act—being proposed that would monitor and study the potential threats of generative and open-
source AI models being used “intentionally or unintentionally to develop novel pathogens, viruses,
bioweapons, or chemical weapons” [112].

3.1.2 Ease of Malicious Use

One factor that potentially mitigates the misuse of open-source foundation models is that the pool of
actors with the requisite talent and compute resources to download, run and, when necessary, modify
highly capable models effectively is relatively small. Nevertheless, there are still several reasons to
be concerned.

First, there is an increasing number of individuals who have the skills to train, use, and fine-tune AI
models as illustrated by growing computer science PhD enrollment as well as ballooning attendance
at AI conferences [113]. This is supplemented by an increasing number of tutorials and guides
available online to use and fine-tune AI systems.

Second, running a pre-trained AI model at a small scale requires only a small amount of compute—
far less compute than training does. We estimate the largest Llama 2 model (Llama-2-70B) costs
between $1.7 million and $3.4 million to train,18 while the inference costs for Llama-2-70B are
estimated to be between 0.2 and 6 cents per 750-word prompt [116] and $4 per hour of GPU time.19

While the compute requirement becomes large when running models at a very large scale (that is,
performing many inferences),20 large-scale runs may not be required for impactful misuses of a
model. It is conceivable that only a few inferences may be needed in certain domains for models
to be dangerous (e.g., a malicious actor may only need to find one critical vulnerability to disrupt
critical infrastructure).

Third, while the overall cost of training frontier models is increasing [73],21 algorithmic progress
focuses heavily on reducing demands on compute resource, both for training22 and for fine-tuning
[118]. This, combined with the decreasing cost of compute (measured in FLOP/s per $)[119], means
that while initial model development and training may remain prohibitively expensive for many
actors, we should not expect compute accessibility to always act as a strong limiting factor for

18Meta reported using 1,720,320 A100 GPU-hours to train Llama-2-70B [114]. A single consumer A100
GPU can be rented privately for $1.99/hour (e.g. from RunPod [115]. Our range assumes that Meta’s cost was
between $1 and $2 per hour.

19Since the Llama-2-70B model is about 129GB, it requires 2 80GB A100 GPUs to store, each of which can
be rented for about $2/hour (e.g. from RunPod [115]).

20Both training and inference processes are typically more economical when run on centralized high-
performance computing (HPC) systems optimized for AI workloads housed within data centers. While a
single training run demands more compute than a single inference, the majority of compute for AI systems is not
being used for training runs. As with most infrastructure, the operating costs will eventually be larger than the
upfront cost. As the final product of AI systems, inferences are triggered by a multitude of daily actions, ranging
from chatbot interactions and Google searches to commands to virtual personal assistants like Siri or Alexa.

Consider image generation: the cumulative compute used for generating images via a generative AI model has
now likely surpassed the initial training compute for the most popular generative systems by orders of magnitude.
The key difference between development and deployment lies in timeframe and independence. In inference, the
computational resources can be distributed across multiple copies of the trained model across multiple compute
infrastructures over a longer time duration. Whereas, in training, the computational resources are required over a
smaller time frame within one closed system, usually one compute cluster.

21See Footnote 9.
22For example, Meta’s recently released I-JEPA (Image Joint Embedding Predictive Architecture) offers a

non-generative approach for self-supervised learning that does not rely on hand-crafted data-augmentations, and
requires significantly fewer GPU hours to train for a better performing model [8, 117].
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fine-tuning existing open-source foundation models. Targeted fine-tuning of a pre-trained model to
create dangerous models would remain much less expensive than building a model from scratch.

3.1.3 Offense-Defense Balance

Another argument against the threat of malicious use posed by open-sourcing is that while open-
sourcing may increase model vulnerability to exploitation by malicious actors, it does more to help
developers identify those vulnerabilities before malicious actors do and to support development of
tools to guard against model exploitation and harms [120]. In other words, in the offense-defense
balance—a term referring to the “relative ease of carrying out and defending against attacks” [121,
122]—it has been argued that open-sourcing favors defense.

This is often true in the context of software development; open-sourcing software and disclosing
software vulnerabilities often facilitate defensive activities more than they empower malicious actors
to offensively identify and exploit system vulnerabilities. However, the same might not be safely
assumed for open-source AI, especially for larger and more highly capable models [55]. Shevlane
and Dafoe [55] explain that when a given publication (e.g., publication of software, AI models, or of
research in biology or nuclear physic etc.) is potentially helpful for both people seeking to misuse a
technology and those seeking to prevent misuse, whether offensive or defensive activities are favored
depends on several factors:

• Counterfactual possession. How likely would a would-be attacker or defender be able to acquire
the relevant knowledge without publication? If counterfactual possession by the attacker or defender
is probable, then the impact of publication on their respective offensive and defensive activities is
less.

• Absorption and application capacity. A publication only benefits attackers and defenders to
the extent that they can absorb and apply the knowledge toward their desired ends. This depends
on how much knowledge is disclosed, how the knowledge is presented, and the attentiveness and
comprehension of the recipients.

• Resources for solution finding. For defenders, given publication, how many additional actors will
help develop defenses? Impact of publication is greater if many people are likely to contribute to
defensive applications.

• Availability of effective solutions. Are vulnerability patches easy to implement, or will developing
solutions be a more complicated and time intensive endeavor? The positive effects of publication
decrease the more difficult vulnerabilities are to address.

• Difficulty/cost of propagating solutions. Even where defensive solutions exist, if they are difficult
to propagate then the impact is less.

For software development, the offense-defense balance of open-source publication often comes out in
favor of defense. Software vulnerabilities are easy to find, so counterfactual possession by attackers
is likely, and software patches are relatively easy to make, usually fully resolve the vulnerability, and
are easily rolled out through automatic updates.

However, in the context of AI research, Shevlane and Dafoe offer the tentative conclusion that as
AI models grow in capability and complexity, open-source publication will likely skew the balance
towards offense. As discussed at the start of this section, attacker knowledge of vulnerabilities and
their ability to exploit those vulnerabilities is greatly increased by open-source publication. For some
vulnerabilities, researching solutions is time consuming and resource intensive (See Section 4.2).
Solutions developed also tend not to be perfect fixes. This is for a variety of reasons: (i) given our
current lack of understanding of how advanced AI systems work internally, it may be difficult to
identify the source of risk or failure; (ii) certain risks, such as bias and discrimination, may be learned
from the training data, and it could be impossible to “remove” all bias from training data [123]; (iii)
reducing misuse of AI systems may require changes to social systems beyond changes to technical
ones [55]; (iv) the structure of AI systems introduces new sources of failure specific to AI that are
resistant to quick fixes (e.g., the stochastic nature of large language models may make it difficult
to eliminate all negative outputs, and the inability to distinguish prompt injections from “regular”
inputs may make it difficult to defend against such attacks) [124]. Finally, it is difficult to ensure
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improvements to open-source models are implemented by downstream users and developers which
can result in widespread proliferation of unresolved model flaws. We address this topic in Section 3.2.

The conclusion that the offense-defense balance skews towards offense when open-sourcing AI
remains tentative because the offense-defense balance is influenced by a myriad of factors making
it difficult to reliably predict outcomes. The balance will vary with each model, application space,
and combination of released model components. In addition, we may develop measures in the future
that build our defensive capabilities. Nonetheless, the general notion holds; open-sourcing AI leans
towards offense more so than open-sourcing software. AI developers should therefore think critically
about the potential for, and potential protections against, misuse before every model release decision.

3.2 Risks from the Proliferation of Unresolved Model Flaws

Excitement about foundation models stems from the large number of potential downstream capability
modifications and applications. These can include applications involving malicious intent and misuse,
but more frequently will involve well-intentioned commercial, scientific, and personal applications
of foundation models. If they have the necessary resources and model access (via open-source or
sufficient API access), downstream individuals, AI labs, and other industry and government actors
can:

1. Employ foundation models to new tasks that were not previously subject to risk assessments due
to the general capabilities of these models.

2. Fine-tune or otherwise alter open-sourced foundation models to enable specialized or additional
(narrow and general) capabilities.

3. Combine foundation models with other AI models, tools, and services, such as the internet or
other APIs, to create a system of AI models which can have new narrow and general capabilities.23

For example, AutoGPT is an open-source app that integrates with GPT-3.5 and GPT-4. While
GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 can respond one prompt at a time, AutoGPT handles follow-ups to an initial
prompt. This allows users to ask AutoGPT autonomously to complete higher-level goals that
require iteratively responding to and generating new prompts [125, 126].

In all three cases, the risks, flaws, system vulnerabilities, and unresolved safety issues of
the initial foundation model propagate downstream. For instance, biased and discriminatory
behavior, vulnerabilities to prompt injection [127] and adversarial attacks [84], autonomous self-
proliferation abilities [54], or other dangerous capabilities could quickly proliferate if not caught and
fixed before being integrated into downstream products and applications.

The fact that the models can be applied to new contexts (1), but also adapted (2 and 3) to unlock new
narrow and general capabilities, also means that further, difficult to predict risks and harms could
emerge. Consequently, it is not certain that the safeguards put in place by the foundation model
developer will continue to be effective if downstream developers fine-tune, alter, and combine AI
models. This means that not only will existing model flaws proliferate, but previously fixed flaws and
new flaws may also arise.

If (1), (2), and (3) are enabled via structured API access (e.g., OpenAI’s davinci-002 and GPT-3.5
can be fine-tuned via API [128], then developer monitoring of API use may go some way towards
mitigating the proliferation harms described above. There is no such recourse, however, if a model is
made open-source. Once a model is open-sourced, there are no take-backs if harms ensue.
When risks and vulnerabilities are proliferated there is no way of ensuring that when a fix is rolled out
(assuming a fix is possible - see end of 3.1) that it is adopted or integrated effectively by downstream
AI developers and users. Even in the context of traditional open-source software, software flaws
are proliferated [129] as downstream developers and users more often than not fail to implement

23For example, ChemCrow is a large language model that integrates 17 expert-designed computational
chemistry tools to accomplish tasks across organic synthesis, drug discovery, and materials design. The
developers note that ChemCrow aids expert chemists and lowers barriers for non-experts which can foster
scientific advancement but could also pose significant risk of misuse [108]. Also see Boiko, MacKnight, &
Gomes [107] on combining large language models.
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patches and version updates, even where the open-source license requires they do so [130]. Very often
consumers are unaware that their systems are running on out-of-date software or that vulnerability
patches are available. Other times an updated software version will not integrate well with other
software packages and existing infrastructure. We should expect the same challenges to undermine
the maintenance of open-source foundation models, though a given foundation model will likely be
applied to a much wider range of applications than a piece of software.

There are also different incentives influencing decisions to implement updates for traditional software
than for foundation models. For traditional software, patches and version updates improve system
performance and functionality and resolve vulnerabilities that could cause harm to the user. It is to the
user’s benefit to implement software updates when feasible. In comparison, for increasingly capable
foundation models, safety patches and updates often aim to reduce system functionality, disallowing
certain activities that were possible with previous versions. If downstream developers and users wish
to retain those functionalities (e.g., to be able to produce nude art with an image generator), they are
incentivized not to update versions and, in some cases, not to disclose the existence of potential risks
and system vulnerabilities.
Due to the potential of proliferating risks and model flaws from highly capable foundation mod-
els, developers need to consider model release decisions carefully. Developers of highly capable
foundation models must be cognizant of the potential downstream harms of their models (harms
which they would be powerless to backtrack) and carefully consider alternative methods by which
open-source benefits might be pursued but at significantly less risk [131]. We discuss alternatives
further in Section 4. Clear legislation is also needed to hold developers and controllers of AI systems
liable for the impacts of their systems.

4 Benefits of Open-Sourcing Foundation Models and Alternative Methods for
Achieving Them

In this section we analyze three key benefits of open-source software: facilitating external evaluation
(4.1), accelerating beneficial progress (4.2), and distributing control over technological development
and benefits (4.3). For each, we first present the benefit, then evaluate the benefit in the context of
highly capable foundation models, and finally consider other strategies that might contribute to the
same goals. A summary table is provided at the start of each subsection.

4.1 External Model Evaluation

Table 2: Section summary: Open-sourcing as a mechanism for enabling external model evaluation

The argument
for open-source

AI

Open-sourcing enables independent model evaluations of projects by wider com-
munities of developers. Tapping into the wider AI community helps to catch bugs,
biases, and safety issues that may otherwise go unnoticed, ultimately leading to
better performing and safer AI products.

Evaluation of
benefit

• Open-sourcing is most useful for evaluating complex safety issues and less
useful for identifying discrete bugs. There may also be suitable alternatives to
open-sourcing that achieve these same benefits with fewer risks.

Alternative
methods

• Grant privileged model access to trusted (independently selected) third-party
auditors via gated-download or research API.

• Establish a community of (independently selected) red-team professionals to
stress-test models pre-release.

• Explore social impacts and safety issues through incremental, staged release of
models.

• Employ safety bounties to incentivize wide public involvement in reporting new
behaviors and safety issues.
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4.1.1 The Argument for Open-Source

A clear benefit for open-source software development is that open-sourcing facilitates independent
evaluations of projects by wider communities of developers and many more people than a single
developer would be able to employ internally to check for bugs and safety issues. This means a
more diverse pool of expertise can be tapped, with a low barrier to entry for individuals to contribute,
whose skill to identify and solve problems is enhanced by increased access to relevant materials.
So in the case of highly capable foundation models, it is reasonable to expect that open-sourcing
would leverage the same talent multiplier as with OSS. Tapping into the wider AI community would
enable audit and analysis of foundation models and any model components (e.g., training data,
weights, documentation) by interested parties helping to catch bugs, biases, and safety issues that
may otherwise go unnoticed. Such external oversight would help hold AI developers to account for
the quality and consequences of their products at a team and an industry level, and ultimately lead to
better performing and safer AI products.

4.1.2 Evaluating the Benefit for Foundation Models

In this section we consider the benefits of open-sourcing for enabling external model evaluations
according to two classes of model issues: (1) discrete bugs, and (2) complex safety challenges.

Discrete Bugs. Discrete bugs such as interface glitches, data exposures and authentication issues
are self-contained flaws that are relatively simple to fix. Once discovered, discrete bugs can be easy
and relatively low cost for model developers to fix in-house. But bug spotting certainly benefits
from additional eyes, and there are alternative methods to open-sourcing that attempt to facilitate
more widespread participation in model review. For example, AI developers can set up community
reporting systems as they are encountered and even incentivize engagement via bug bounties like
that employed by OpenAI [132]. That being said, conscious steps need to be taken to ensure that the
benefits of open-sourcing can be replicated: active efforts need to be made to engage the attention
of a diverse set of experts and it remains difficult to mimic open-sourcing here in all respects. For
example, not having full access to materials will impede individuals in their ability to find bugs.

A further advantage of open-sourcing is that it allows downstream developers to patch such issues on
their own and to pass those patches back to the developer for integration into future model versions.

Complex Safety Challenges. Increasingly capable foundation models are bringing with them an
array of new behaviors and safety challenges that arise unpredictably and are not well-understood
by developers [133]. For example, emergent abilities are unexpected and unintended features or
behaviors that arise in AI models as they become more advanced. These abilities are not observed in
smaller precursors and are not explicitly programmed by developers [57]. “Capability overhang” is
a concept that further describes how these emergent abilities can be latent within a system only to
emerge unexpectedly when elicited, for example, by clever prompt engineering or integration with
other software. Sometimes new capabilities continue to be elicited many months after model release
[80].

Drawing input from a large pool of contributors will be instrumental to exploring this evolving space
of unknown unknowns; what do new safety issues look like and, if not immediately evident, how
are they triggered? Furthermore, because some model behaviors will only emerge with downstream
modification of model weights, model evaluators will need to be able to experiment with model
fine-tuning to test a variety of possible model versions.

Open-sourcing provides the necessary access to model weights and parameters for attempting to
elicit new behaviors from models for safety evaluation (although it simultaneously allows malicious
attempts to elicit new dangerous behaviors and avenues of misuse). For models that are not open-
sourced, fine-tuning might also be facilitated via APIs that allow users to manipulate model weights
and parameters (e.g. OpenAI’s davinci-002 and GPT-3.5 [128]. However, some APIs may introduce
additional limitations on fine-tuning. For example, API controllers could attempt to limit the format or
content of data used to fine-tune a model, limit access to weights and parameters (e.g. provide access
to weights and parameters of base-line models but not to fine-tuned model versions), or limit the
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amount of fine-tuning that can be done. These limitations might be in place to protect the developer’s
commercial interests or to reduce risk of misuse.

Safety research, such as alignment and interpretability research which aim to understand and resolve
complex safety issues, also require varying degrees of model access. We will discuss the benefits of
open-sourcing for promoting safety research in section 4.2.

4.1.3 Other Ways to Enable External Evaluation

There are some alternatives to open-sourcing that can facilitate the identification and evaluation of
bugs and safety issues, with less risk than open model release.

Staged-Release Impact Testing. AI developers can conduct staged-release impact testing to gather
observational data about how a model is likely to be (mis)used and modified if open-sourced. Staged-
released impact testing is a process by which incrementally larger versions of a model are released
behind API [134, 135]. Each stage of release allows time to observe how the model is used, to
study its social impacts, and to implement any patches or new safety measures before the next, more
powerful version is released (if it is deemed safe to do so).

If many safety measures need to be implemented between stages to mitigate harms, this is a solid
indication that open-sourcing will lead to malicious use because, once open-sourced, those measures
could be easily circumvented.

Conducting staged release impact testing allows AI developers to be more comfortable with open-
sourcing their models, assuming no other significant issues emerge in model evaluation and risk
assessment process. However, this can come at a cost to the developer by allowing competitors to
capture market share in the meantime if such processes are not implemented for the industry at large
through regulation. In addition, any benefits from the model are also delayed from reaching the
relevant communities that could benefit from them.

External Audits & Red-teaming. In addition to staged-release impact testing, developers can
grant privileged model access to trusted third-party auditors. These are external actors (government
departments, private expert organizations, or some combination thereof) tasked with evaluating the
safety and security of foundation models prior to model release or assessing and verifying the model
evaluation measures employed by AI labs.

Though they are in early stages of development, external auditing has been proposed as a key
institutional mechanism for facilitating trustworthy AI development [136–139]. One early example is
the Alignment Research Center’s (ARC) pre-release evaluation of GPT-4 for dangerous capabilities
[140].

The ARC evaluations largely involved red-teaming GPT-4. Red-teaming is an evaluation method
that stress-tests models to discover how and where safety concerns arise. The aim is to identify
potentially dangerous model properties (e.g., manipulative or power-seeking behavior), security flaws
(e.g., jailbreaks), and possible misuse applications. Stress-testing requires that red-teams are able
to prompt models to elicit new and dangerous behavior which can be facilitated with model query
access—that is, being able prompt models and receive outputs without open-source access to model
code and weights.

Where model weight access is needed to experiment with fine-turning, access might be granted to
identified individuals or research groups via gated download or API. For gated download developers
make models (minimally weights and training code) available for specific actors to download and
run on their own hardware.24 The risk with gated download is that model leaks could result in
the dissemination of potentially dangerous models. Download recipients would need to be vetted
carefully. Another option is for developers to provide fine-tuning access via API. However, as
mentioned above, some developers may choose to implement limitations on fine-tuning in order to
prevent misuse or model reproduction. For this reason, Bucknall et al. [141] recommend the design

24For further discussion on gradients of model release, including gated and non-gated downloadable models,
see Box 1 and [69]
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and implementation of ‘research APIs’ whereby more flexible fine-tuning permissions are granted to
trusted researchers, red-teams, and auditors depending on their access needs.

Red-teams such as those employed by OpenAI [29, 142, 143] and Anthropic [56, 144] are increasingly
common, though best practices are still being developed. Model evaluation is a nascent field. This
makes it difficult to evaluate the skill of potential auditors. Moving forward, standards will need
to be developed and implemented to ensure the quality and consistency of third-party audits [145]
as numerous governments and private actors move to occupy a growing AI assurance sector [146].
Mechanisms will also be needed to ensure developers provide sufficient model access to auditors and
respond to audit findings. For instance, audit reports should be published publicly or shared with a
government overseer while regulatory requirements ensure labs respond and disclose their efforts
and results. Governments should consider establishing mandatory auditing regimes for large and
potentially dangerous foundation models to minimize the risk of model developers only granting
access to favored auditors, who might be less likely to expose failure modes that are potentially
embarrassing or inconvenient for the developer.

Much work is needed developing new model evaluation techniques and establishing best practice.
Some evaluation processes may benefit from leveraging foundation model capabilities [147] as well
as input from wider AI developer communities. Decisions about how and by whom models are
audited are currently entirely at the discretion of individual developers. Without standardized risk
assessment procedures a lab could choose an “easy” or “friendly” auditor.

Another possibility Brundage et al. [136] suggests, is to extend red-teams to elicit input from a wider
community of ‘red-team professionals’. Such a community would be composed of members from
the wider AI community as well as security professionals, and representatives from high-risk domains
to which foundation models might be put to use. This would help distribute red-teaming costs for
labs less-inclined to form internal red-teams, and the community of red-team professionals would
benefit from greater insight to common attack vectors and useful red-teaming strategies shared within
the community. But again, risks arise by allowing AI developers to choose red-teamers on their own,
including capture of the safety evaluation process and a potential narrowing of focus and values
by not ensuring an optimally diverse and comprehensive set of experts. Further best practices and
regulatory mechanisms need to be put in place to make sure red-teaming can provide effective safety
evaluations of AI models.

Bug Bounties and Safety Bounties. Safety bounty programs have been proposed as another method
of tapping into a wider global community to help identify and surface new safety and alignment issues
in large foundation models [148]. Bounty “hunters” are not pre-vetted as with selected red-teams.

Analogous to bug bounty programs commonly used in cybersecurity, safety bounty programs would
offer financial and reputational rewards to members of the public who discover and responsibly report
new safety failures, such as novel jailbreaks, or capabilities beyond those found in internal tests. As
with red-teaming, bounty “hunters” can do this by interacting with systems behind an API. However,
it is as yet unclear to what extent this impedes the ability of external testers to surface and probe
safety issues.

An early safety bounty trial by OpenAI for ChatGPT incentivized over 1500 submissions, with limited
publicization and $20,000 of API prizes in total [149]. While OpenAI noted that the submissions
seemed to yield few new discoveries beyond the safety issues that internal red-teams had already
noticed, the exercise produced insight into the most common routes of attack and lessons for future
public engagement [148].

Safety bounty programs can also be leveraged to identify promising talent. Bounty hunters who
submit multiple helpful tips could be contacted and employed to perform more extensive system
testing, and be granted deeper levels of system access after appropriate vetting. In cybersecurity,
some bug bounty hunters earn payouts totaling over $1 million for their work, and go on to work for
large firms [150, 151].
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4.2 Accelerate (beneficial) AI Progress

Table 3: Section summary: Open-sourcing as a mechanism for accelerating AI progress

The argument
for open-source

AI

Open-sourcing allows more people to contribute to AI development processes
and enables large-scale collaborative efforts. The idea is that more expertise,
more diverse perspectives, and simply more human creativity and hours put into
AI development will drive innovation in new and useful downstream integra-
tions, advance AI safety research, and help push forward the boundaries of AI
capability.

Evaluation
of Benefit

Integration Progress
• Open-sourcing is most helpful for integration progress. Model access al-

lows more people to tinker, innovate, and optimize for integration with new
downstream applications.

Capability Progress

• Open-sourcing is less beneficial for capability progress than for integration
progress.

• The benefit is limited by bottlenecks in the talent, compute, and data resources
needed for contributing to cutting-edge AI capability research.

Safety Progress

• Academic safety research is often curtailed by insufficient access to highly
capable models.

• The benefit of open-source might be reduced by insufficient computation
infrastructure outside of leading AI labs for running highly capable models.

Alternative
methods for
driving AI
progress

Integration Progress

• Use plugins for exploration of new applications.
• Provide gated access [i.e. full access restricted to identified third parties]

coupled with Know-Your-Customer Requirements.

Capability Progress / Safety Progress

• Provide privileged model access to identified AI research groups, possibly via
structured access research APIs.

• Seek and organize collaborations with trusted parties and provide gated down-
load access to collaborators.

• Establish a multistakeholder governing body to mediate research access to
protect against favoritism and to facilitate independent academic research.

• Build incentive structures like large rewards programs for major scientific dis-
coveries (e.g., protein folding) or pro-social advances (e.g. health and equity
applications) using AI and for AI safety breakthroughs (e.g., interpretability).

• Commit a certain percentage of profits or research hours towards AI safety
projects.

4.2.1 The Argument for Open-Source

Another argument for open-sourcing AI is that doing so helps to accelerate progress that pushes the
boundaries of AI capability, advances AI safety research, and drives innovation of new downstream
applications and integrations. The idea is that open-sourcing allows more people to contribute
to AI development processes. It allows downstream developers to optimize and perfect existing
models instead of having to start from scratch for each new application, and it enables large-scale
collaborative efforts. Furthermore, progress created by the wider AI community will benefit from
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more diverse perspectives and insights, which will ultimately help develop AI aligned to unique
community needs and cultural preferences. In addition, open-source efforts may be more likely
to focus on pro-social applications of AI, and be less influenced by the financial and commercial
incentives than industry AI developers.

These are benefits widely enjoyed by open-source software communities. Linus Torvalds’ open-source
release of the Linux kernel, in particular, showed how taking advantage of community-wide co-
creation allows OSS tools to be developed and released quickly, maintained cheaply, and customized
for individual needs without compromising quality. For cloud computing especially, these benefits
allowed the Linux operating system to directly compete with Windows and MacOS, commercial
systems backed by significantly more resources such as specialized knowledge, corporate information-
sharing infrastructure, performance accountability mechanisms, and marketing and legal support
[152, 153].

It follows that we might expect AI progress to benefit similarly.

4.2.2 Evaluating the Benefit for Foundation Models

In this section we evaluate the influence of open-source model sharing on driving beneficial foundation
model progress. To focus the conversation we differentiate between three kinds of AI progress: (1)
integration progress, (2) safety progress, and (3) capability progress.

(1) Integration progress. Integration progress is about the discovery of new applications and
integrations for foundation models to serve a greater variety of needs—i.e. how a model can be
applied to new tasks and integrated with other applications. For example, ChatGPT embedded with
Duolingo has made for an effective language tutoring and practice tool [24].

Of the three forms of progress, integration progress benefits most from open-source. Open-sourcing
models and model components gives more people access to tinker and innovate. But perhaps more
importantly, passing on a model with all life-cycle documentation to downstream developers enables
those developers to optimize the model’s performance by fine-tuning its training and to infinitely
test and evaluate the model when integrated into the final product — as Alex Engler writes, there is
“simply too much at stake for downstream developers to use AI systems they do not fully understand”
[154].

Indeed, recent breakthroughs in fine-tuning—specifically Low Rank Adaptation (LoRA)[155]—were
driven by open-source communities out of necessity for reducing costs and compute requirements. It
is a process by which the performance of smaller models can be significantly improved by optimizing
model weights using the outputs of more high-capable models as training data.25

(2) Safety Progress. Safety progress refers to advances made in AI safety research. AI Safety
research works to improve AI safety by identifying causes of unintended and harmful behavior,
aligning AI behavior with human values, improving model interpretability and robustness, and
otherwise developing tools to ensure AI systems work safely and reliably [157, 158].

Current safety research is often limited by insufficient access to large, cutting-edge models and
relevant information such as their architecture and training processes [141]. Open-sourcing does
alleviate these restrictions but is not necessary for all safety research.

Different areas of safety research require different kinds of model access. For example, evaluation
and benchmarking research aims to develop and test methods to assess the capabilities and safety of
AI systems. Often the ability to sample from a model via an API will be sufficient for this research,
as current approaches are based on observing a model’s output in response to a given prompt.

In contrast, research areas such as alignment and interpretability require more comprehensive access.
Alignment research, which aims to help AI systems better reflect user preferences and values, typically
requires researchers to be able to modify a model through fine-tuning, including through the use

25We classify fine-tuning as a form of integration progress instead of capability progress because the impressive
performance of fine-turned models bootstraps on the capabilities of existing models. Pushing the frontier of AI
capability still requires significant talent and compute at a scale only found in large, well-resourced labs [156].
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of reinforcement learning. Like model sampling, fine-tuning might also be facilitated through an
API (e.g. [128]. However, some experts express concern that current interfaces often do not provide
enough information about underlying models for them to draw meaningful conclusions from their
research.26 Interpretability research further requires that researchers can directly modify model
internals such as learned parameters and activation patterns. Full (or nearly full) model access is
needed for interpretability research. That said, current interpretability research is not limited by access
to large models because interpretability techniques are not mature enough to be “computationally
doable” in the largest models. In other words, we have a way to go before open-sourcing our most
capable models is a significant benefit to interpretability research.

Even where comprehensive model access is crucial to a research agenda, other factors can reduce the
benefits of open-sourcing highly capable models. For example, safety researchers external to private
labs sometimes lack sufficient computational infrastructure to run highly capable foundation models
[141]. Yet, some research agendas, such as those studying emergent capabilities, require access to the
largest models at the bleeding edge of development; smaller models that can be run on local hardware
do not reliably exhibit the emergent capabilities under investigation, even when fine-tuned on the
outputs of larger models.

(3) Capability progress. Finally, capability progress describes advancement in frontier AI research
toward developing more powerful and capable systems (i.e. working towards AGI).

The extent to which open-source contributions can drive progress on AI frontier capabilities may be
limited by access to compute and data resources, as well as the distribution of talent.

Few AI actors have the requisite financial, compute, high-quality data and talent resources to operate
at the cutting edge of AI research and development. Training new foundation models costs $10-100
million in compute costs and is projected to increase to $1-10 billion in coming years [73]; the stock
of high-quality data used to train large language models (such as books) currently freely available
on the internet may be depleted in a few years, requiring potentially costly new sources of data,
innovations in data efficiency [160], or expensive human feedback data; and AI talent is most heavily
concentrated in high-paying positions at leading AI labs, primarily based in the United States, while
smaller labs struggle to fill positions [161].

Open-sourcing large pre-trained models does allow less-well-resourced actors such as academic labs
and open-source developers to study and innovate on these existing models. These communities
can make technical and conceptual innovation and refinements within open-source environments
that generate knowledge that can be incorporated to advance the AI capability frontier. If a high
variance of research and development strategies are employed by open-source communities, their
contributions may be particularly valuable for advancing state of the art AI.

Furthermore, open-source model sharing also facilitates talent development. More people being able
to interact with pre-trained cutting edge-models may, over time, lead to a larger and more diverse AI
talent pool for government regulators, AI labs, universities, and auditing institutions to draw from.
On a longer time scale this could have a positive effect on capability progress (and safety progress)
by increasing the talent pool.

Realistically, however, the advancements that push the capability frontier will nearly exclusively
take place at frontier labs in leading nations. In these locations, in-house expertise can draw upon
open-source innovations and top talent to run giant training runs using huge compute, data, and
engineering resources not available to the open source community. (See Section 4.3 for discussion on
distributing AI development away from big tech.)

Furthermore, the desirability of accelerating capability progress is presently hotly debated.
This is due to concerns over risks as well as benefits of more advanced models, in addition to the
governance challenge of preparing appropriate regulation and oversight for such a rapidly advancing

26For example, when attempting to evaluate the effect of instruct fine-tuning across multiple models, Wei et
al. [159] write: “We do not compare InstructGPT against GPT-3 models in this experiment because we cannot
determine if the only difference between these model families is instruction tuning (e.g., we do not even know if
the base models are the same).” Bucknall et al. [141] discuss this and other examples from literature and expert
interviews that elucidate the limitations many APIs pose for researchers.
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technology [162–165]. Accordingly, “Accelerating AI capability progress”, to the extent that open-
sourcing does drive capability progress, should only be considered an open-source benefit if the effect
of open-sourcing is to drive beneficial progress disproportionately to increasing risk and severity of
harm.

Toward beneficial AI progress, one benefit of open-sourcing is that it puts AI tools in the hands of
safety researchers, e.g., in academia, who would otherwise not have access to the cutting edge models.
We expand on this point shortly under “Safety Progress”. Open-sourcing also increases opportunity
for external scrutiny.

However, open-sourcing frontier models might also drive progress in undesirable directions. One
example of this is the potential effect of open-source model sharing on the offense-defense balance;
open-sourcing may empower malicious actors to offensively identify and exploit system vulnerabil-
ities to a greater extent than it facilitates defensive activities to protect against malicious use (See
Section 3.1 for further details).

Box 2: Strategies for driving safety progress alongside model sharing

Alongside alternative model sharing strategies, there are also other activities that can be
employed to help safety progress. These are not alternatives to model sharing, but are
worthwhile considerations if accelerating safety progress is the desired outcome.

Large rewards programs
Progress might be accelerated in crucial AI safety domains by building new incentive struc-
tures, for instance, large rewards programs on the scale of millions or billions of dollars to
reward major AI safety breakthroughs (e.g., in model interpretability). The goal is to make
safety progress, like capability progress, a financially lucrative endeavor.

Committing profits to safety research
Safety progress could also be prioritized by orchestrating agreements between frontier AI
labs to commit a certain percentage of profits or research hours towards AI safety projects.
This would reduce incentives for labs to cut corners on safety research and help remedy the
large mismatch in resources currently dedicated to capability progress versus safety progress
by major labs.

International institutions and collaborations for AI Safety
Finally, in the long term we may benefit greatly from establishing international institutions and
collaboration to promote AI safety [166]. For instance, there is budding interest in establishing
global collaboration on advancing AI safety research akin to CERN or ITER27[166, 167].
Such a project could funnel significant resources towards AI safety research, enable open and
secure sharing of insights between leading nations, and reduce the burden of cost (financial
and opportunity costs) associated with dedicating significant resources to AI safety research.
There is a risk that collaborative AI safety research would facilitate the diffusion of dual use
technologies and disincentivize leading labs from conducting their own safety research. It is
therefore imperative that any such project be coupled with efforts to involve safety researchers
from leading labs (e.g., by offering dual appointment or advisory positions) and to implement
careful membership restrictions and information security measures [166].

27The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is an international nuclear fusion research
and engineering megaproject aimed at creating energy through nuclear fusion. https://www.iter.org/
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4.2.3 Other Ways to Drive (Beneficial) Progress

There are a variety of methods that might be employed to help pursue open-source objectives. These
methods do not necessarily cover all losses from not open-sourcing, but they do not suffer the same
risks as open-sourcing and can be used in combination.

Toward integration progress, for example, new integrations and applications can be explored and
implemented through the development of “plugins” allowing a model to integrate with other services
[168]. The plugin could be submitted to the developer or a third-party auditor before publication.
This option provides a mechanism for new integrations and applications to be reviewed and approved
before being shipped while still tapping into public creativity and representation of interests and
needs.

In so far as model access allows downstream developers to more thoroughly understand and test
the performance and safety of their integrations, labs could also provide identified downstream
developers with privileged access to requested model components via gated download. One policy
recommendation is that labs are held to a “know-your-customer” requirement whereby labs must
vet and keep a record of potential model recipients (e.g., proposed use, past activities, funding source,
etc.) [53, 169]. Additionally, technical safety measures such as applying a unique fingerprint to each
copy of the model’s weights should be applied when feasible [170].

As discussed above, the benefit of open-sourcing for safety progress and capability progress is
dampened by limited talent and compute resources external to major labs. There are, however, other
means of driving both forward.

As mentioned in 4.1.3, developers might provide privileged model access to AI safety research
groups, possibly via structured access research APIs. While not yet fully realized, there is hope that
suitably comprehensive researcher access to closed models can also be provided through structured
access approaches [16], such as specialized researcher API access [141]. Such solutions could be
used in addition to existing social and legal mechanisms for ensuring information security, such as
researcher NDAs, thereby potentially providing more comprehensive security guarantees than either
approach could in isolation.

For the purpose of propelling capability progress, labs could also actively seek collaborations with
trusted parties and provide gated download access to collaborators. This is similar, for example,
to how OpenAI partnered with research institutions during the staged release of GPT-2, providing
access to models for carrying out research into biases and methods for detecting GPT-2-generated
text [134]. As before, any time gated download access is provided, it should be backed by know-
your-customer investigation and documentation requirements, and any applicable technical safety
measures. Selectively providing model weights to only those researchers whose work requires them
would also help reduce the risk of leaks.

There is a challenge, however, regarding the decision as to which actors are provided privileged
model access (gated downloadable or via research API) to conduct external evaluation and research or
for collaborations. Where labs are inundated with an unmanageable number of requests for research
access, favoritism and in-group model evaluations may emerge out of necessity. Labs are also likely
to prioritize external collaborators who they believe will support their market interests. One possible
solution could be to establish a multistakeholder governance body or system for mediating
researcher access to highly capable foundation models. For example, within the UK, we might
imagine the recently established Frontier AI Taskforce taking on such a role.

Such a body could also determine the degree of access provided to external researchers (if through
research API). This is important for preventing “independence by permissions” whereby academic
collaborators are able to conduct high-quality independent research, but research directions are
ultimately determined by the access permissions given by the developer [171]. For cutting-edge
models especially, researchers may not know which access permissions they need to request, and
the incentives are not clear for developers to reveal everything they know (or suspect) about their
proprietary models.
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4.3 Distribute Control Over AI

Table 4: Section summary: Open-sourcing as a mechanism for distributing control over AI

The argument for
open-source AI

Open-sourcing foundation models will help distribute influence over the future of AI
away from major labs by empowering smaller groups and independent developers.
The idea is that open-sourcing “democratizes AI”, giving more people influence over
how AI is developed, optimized, and used, and promotes the representation of more
diverse interests and needs in the direction of the field.

Evaluation
of Benefit

• Open-sourcing helps distribute control over downstream integration progress to
open-source communities.

• The effect of open-source on distributing influence over capability and safety
progress is reduced by concentration of compute, data, and talent resources needed
to influence frontier AI capability progress in large, well-resourced labs.

• Open-sourcing large and highly capable models can also help amplify the original
developer’s influence over AI ecosystems; downstream innovations building on
open-sourced models are easily integrated back into the developers’ products, and
the open-source communities become go-to hiring pools already familiar with the
company’s tools and models.

• Open-sourcing is a tool that can aid the democratization of AI. But AI democra-
tization is a multifaceted and proactive project to distribute influence over highly
capable AI systems—how they are used, distributed, developed, and regulated—to
wider communities of stakeholders and impacted populations. Open-sourcing alone
cannot fulfill the goal of AI democratization.

Alternative
methods for
distributing

control over AI

• Implement participatory or representative deliberative processes to democratically
inform high-impact decisions about AI development, use, and governance, includ-
ing decisions about model access.

• Institutionalize democratic structures (e.g., via democratically selected boards or
by requiring the use of such deliberative processes for all decisions on particular
topics) within large labs to dissipate control away from unilateral decision-makers.

• Support appropriate regulatory intervention to developer behaviors and to guard
against regulatory capture.

4.3.1 The Argument for Open-Source

A commonly cited argument for open-sourcing foundation models is that doing so will help distribute
influence over the future of AI away from major labs and to the wider AI community [172, 173].

There are very good reasons for wanting to distribute influence over AI. There are economic implica-
tions; if open-sourcing foundation models enables downstream developers to independently innovate
and capitalize on a lucrative technology, this could help to ensure that the huge value AI promises to
produce does not accrue only to a handful of tech giants.

There are also social and political implications; major AI labs are unelected entities that primarily
serve their own and shareholder interests. The idea is that distributing influence over AI development
processes prevents private labs from exercising too much control over numerous aspects of public
life that emerging AI capabilities promise to transform. As Emad Mostaque explains Stability AI’s
decision to open-source Stable Diffusion, “We trust people, and we trust the community, as opposed
to having a centralized, unelected entity controlling the most powerful technology in the world” [174].

Overall, the idea is that open-sourcing “democratizes AI”, giving more people influence over how AI
is developed and used, and promoting the representation of more diverse interests and needs in the
direction of the field.
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4.3.2 Evaluating the Benefit for Foundation Models

Historically, open-source software development has had a noteworthy influence-distributing effect.
For instance, the open-source Linux kernel now underpins numerous operatings systems (e.g., Ubuntu,
Fedora, Debian) that offer competitive and highly-utilized alternatives to Windows and MacOS. We
caution, however, that this effect should not be expected to translate perfectly to the context of
open-source foundation models.

AI democratization is a multifaceted project. Open-sourcing certainly contributes to AI democra-
tization, though for some aspects of AI democratization the effect is marginal. All aspects of AI
democratization benefit from investment in other proactive activities aimed at distributing influence
over AI and AI impacts. We briefly review four aspects of AI democratization originally outlined in
[175] and comment on the extent to which open-source model sharing contributes to each.

(1) Democratization of AI development

The democratization of AI development is about helping a wider range of people contribute to
AI design and development processes. Of the four forms of AI democratization, open-sourcing
promotes the democratization of development most, and most directly. Open-sourcing places models
in the hands of large communities of open-source developers who can continue to examine and
modify the model. Open-sourcing also supports self-learning and education among open-source
developers, allowing them to keep up with advances in model design and safety research and to
continue participating in AI development as techniques evolve.

There are, however, some ways in which the effect of open-source on the democratization of AI
development is limited.

First, especially with respect to highly-capable models, open-source development activities may
be increasingly limited by resource accessibility. Participating at the cutting-edge of AI research
and development requires significant financial, compute, talent, and high-quality data resources,
and few actors outside of major labs and government actors have these requisite resources (See
Section 4.2). As Widder et al. [64] write, “even maximalist varieties of ‘open’ AI don’t democratize
or extend access to the resources needed to build AI from scratch—during which highly significant

‘editorial’ decisions are made.” Accordingly, toward the goals of facilitating wider and more diverse
participation in driving AI development, the benefit of open-sourcing is limited.

Second, open-sourcing can help leading AI developers to further entrench their control over AI
ecosystems and value production [13, 176]. While a near term, first-order effect is that downstream
developers gain influence over model application and integration progress, a longer-term, second-
order effect of open-sourcing large foundation models is to feed back value and influence to the
original developer. Open-sourcing grants wider AI communities access to a technology that they can
fine-tune and customize to a variety of new applications. However, these downstream innovations
which build on top of the original open-sourced model architecture, are then easily integrated back
into the original developer’s own products and ecosystems. Open-source communities also become
go-to hiring pools already familiar with the company’s tools and models.

Third, the wider AI community, including open-source communities, are relatively homogenous in
terms of economic, cultural, gender, and geographic grouping [161, 177]. Open-source communities
are often better than tech companies at building diverse and inclusive spaces, and they put significant
effort into engaging with the broader world.28 However, something is still lost conflating the
distribution of power to open-source communities and the distribution of power to communities
generally. There is a risk that by missing this nuance we exaggerate the benefits of open-sourcing
alone and underplay the need for other mechanisms for promoting the democratization of AI. In
addition to model sharing, democratizing AI development requires the provision of educational and
upskilling opportunities and technical support infrastructure (e.g., high bandwidth network access

28For example, the open-source AI research organization EleutherAI [178] and the open-source collective
BigScience [179] have teams spanning four or more continents and have projects focusing on increasing access
to NLP technologies for people who speak non-dominant languages. Similarly, Cohere is running a program to
collect fine-tuning data in hundreds of languages [180], and LAION is the only organization, at time of writing,
to be training massively multilingual CLIP models [181, 182].
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and cloud compute services) to encourage and enable wider and more diverse participation in AI
development processes.

(2) Democratization of AI use

The democratization of AI use is about enabling a wide range of people to use and benefit from AI
applications. Open-sourcing allows downstream developers to tailor models to serve diverse needs.
For most people, using an AI system also requires the provision of intuitive interfaces to facilitate
human-AI interaction without extensive training or technical knowhow. Open-source communities
can help develop these interfaces.

However, one thing to consider is that benefiting from the use of an AI system does not always require
that everyone be able to use the AI system. Especially for highly-capable and potentially high-risk
systems, a designated user could employ the system for the benefit of the community. For example, a
drug discovery system which could be maliciously used to discover new toxins, could be used in a
controlled, limited-access setting while resulting pharmaceuticals are “democratized” in the sense
that they are made accessible to anyone in need.

(3) Democratization of AI profits

The democratization of AI profits is about facilitating the broad and equitable distribution of value
accrued to organizations that build and control advanced AI capabilities. Subgoals of profit democra-
tization include: smoothing economic transition in case of massive growth of the AI industry, easing
financial burden of job loss to automation, preventing a widening economic divide between AI leading
and lagging nations, and acknowledging through compensation the human labor and creativity that
goes into producing and catering the data upon which highly lucrative AI capabilities are built.

Open-sourcing helps democratize profits in two ways. First, by open-sourcing their models, rather
than charging for access, companies will tend to capture less of the wealth produced by these models;
users can employ the models to generate profits (e.g. through increased productivity) without having
to pay some portion back to the developer. Second, open-sourcing helps democratize profits insofar
as it allows a more widespread array of downstream developers to iterate upon AI models and place
competitive pressure on large labs; open-sourcing can make it more difficult for large labs to build
profitable downstream applications of their models, since they will need to compete with open-source
developer communities that are building competing applications.

However, the effect of open-source on distributing profits from highly-capable AI will likely be
limited in a couple respects. First, open-source community participation in the development of
cutting-edge models will be curbed by inadequate access to necessary compute and financial resources
(Section 4.2), thus limiting the competitive pressure open-source developers can put on well-resourced
large labs. Second, as discussed earlier in this section, open-sourcing frontier systems can also be
financially advantageous to large companies in the long run as they can use downstream developers
as a free labor source, easily feeding their best contributions and insights back into the company’s
own products.

Additional proactive measures are needed to help pursue the goals of profit democratization. These
might include implementation of a profit redistribution scheme such as taxation and redistribution by
the state [183, 184], lab commitments to a windfall clause whereby developers obligate themselves to
donate windfall profits (measured as “a substantial fraction of the world’s total economic output”)
for redistribution [185], and mechanisms for compensating content creators for the data on which
generative AI models are trained, for instance, through the creation of licensed data sets [186, 187].

(4) Democratization of AI governance

Finally, the democratization of AI governance is about distributing influence over decisions about AI
to a wider community of stakeholders and impacted populations. AI governance decisions involve
balancing AI related risks and benefits to determine how and by whom AI is used, distributed,
developed, and regulated.

Of the four forms of AI democratization, open-sourcing has the least impact on distributing influence
over AI governance decisions. Open-sourcing distributes influence over AI governance decisions away
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from major labs insofar as it enables wider AI research and development communities to participate
in, and therefore direct, AI development processes. However, open-sourcing does little to gain
influence over AI governance decisions for the public more broadly. In this respect, democratizing
AI governance involves applying democratic processes directly to high-impact decisions made by AI
developers, subjugating labs to regulation by democratic governments, or some combination thereof.
We expand on these possibilities shortly in 4.3.3.

Overall, open-sourcing AI should not be conflated with democratizing AI . Open-sourcing is
but one option for sharing models and model components; model sharing is but one mechanism for
democratizing AI development; and the democratization of AI development is but one dimension of
distributing influence and control over the future of AI. Indeed, the decision to open-source is itself a
consequential decision over which influence can and likely should be distributed away from private
labs.

4.3.3 Other Ways to Reduce Corporate or Autocratic Control

A comprehensive approach will be needed to counteract the centralisation of power in AI companies
as AI systems become more capable and therefore confer more political and economic power. This
section presents options for distributing influence over AI via the democratization of AI governance.
It is not an exhaustive list, but it illustrates that there are a wide variety of methods that can be used
to decentralize power and to better facilitate representation of diverse stakeholder interests and needs
in decisions about how and by whom AI is developed, used, distributed, and regulated.

Public participation and deliberation. AI labs and policymakers could institute participatory
and deliberative democratic processes to guide decision-making about complex issues in AI [175].
For example, participatory platforms such as Pol.is [188] might be used to solicit and synthesize
public input into complex normative decisions about AI at low cost. Alternatively, representative
deliberations, such as citizens assemblies, can convene representative microcosms of impacted
populations (or even global populations) selected by sortition (i.e. stratified sampling) to tackle AI
governance questions [189, 190].

Such efforts by large tech companies are not unprecedented. Meta, for example, has quietly run a set
of national and transnational pilots [191, 192] to navigate their ‘complex normative challenges’ and
have since scaled up to a near-global deliberative process [193]. Twitter had also planned to pilot
such processes before its acquisition [194], and OpenAI recently has launched a “democratic inputs
to AI” grant program to experiment with setting up democratic processes for deciding what rules AI
systems should follow within legal bounds [195].

Institutional structure. Instead of, or in addition to, directly eliciting public input to inform key
decisions, another option is for AI labs to introduce organizational structures that are more democratic
in nature. These structures would help maintain transparency of internal practices and to dissipate
control away from unilateral decision-makers in such a way that better reflects stakeholder interests.
Relevant stakeholders importantly include public communities whose lives are impacted by emerging
AI capabilities.

For example, AI labs can incorporate as Public Benefit Corporations (PBC).29 A PBC is a for-profit
corporation intended to produce public benefits and to operate in a responsible and sustainable manner.
Incorporating as a PBC does not necessitate public involvement, but it does give a corporation clearer
legal standing to make decisions about institutional structure that aim to maximize public benefit,
even if that might conflict with maximizing shareholder interests.

For more direct public control, a golden share (a nominal share which is able to outvote all other
shares) could be held by a perpetual purpose trust (a non-charitable trust established for the benefit of
a purpose) governed by a committee that is a representative sample of the public selected by sortition
or elected by stakeholders.

29There is increased momentum toward this now, as two leading AI organizations, Anthropic and Inflection
AI, are both PBC’s.
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Alternatively, AI labs could implement democratically selected oversight boards. Such a board
might, for instance, be composed of representatives from the public selected by sortition or, perhaps a
more palatable option, a sortition body is used to “elect” board members from among a nominated
list. “Nominators” could be members of government (e.g., state governors), and perhaps two to three
board members are committed to ‘voting’ on issues as determined by a democratic process (e.g.,
public polling or citizen assembly, whichever is appropriate to the situation).

Regulation by democratic governments. Finally, of course, labs can encourage government
regulation that restricts their behavior and capacity for independent decision-making where the
potential for significant societal impact is high. For example, governments could require authorization
for large foundation model release and institute multistakeholder committees to mediate research
access to highly capable models. Regulatory interventions should be developed in response to
deliberative processes involving developers, open source communities, academia, and civil society to
reflect diverse stakeholder interests and to guard against regulatory capture by AI industry. In this
way appropriate government regulation can help systematically reduce unilateral control over AI by
leading private labs.

5 Recommendations

We conclude this paper with five high-level recommendations for AI developers, standard setting
bodies, and governments for working towards safe and responsible model sharing decisions. These
recommendations are necessarily incomplete and preliminary because best practices for open-sourcing
highly capable models will be highly context-dependent and require input from numerous parties.
We look forward to further development of these recommendations in future work.

Table 5 summarizes the recommendations. Each recommendation is explained in more detail below.

Table 5: Recommendations for working towards responsible model-sharing

1. Developers and governments should recognise that some highly capable models will be
too risky to open-source, at least initially. These models may become safe to open-source
in the future as societal resilience to AI risk increases and improved safety mechanisms are
developed.

2. Decisions about open-sourcing highly capable foundation models should be informed
by rigorous risk assessments. In addition to evaluating models for dangerous capabilities
and immediate misuse applications, risk assessments must consider how a model might be
fine-tuned or otherwise amended to facilitate misuse.

3. Developers should consider alternatives to open-source release that capture some of the
same [distributive, democratic, and societal] benefits, without creating as much risk. Some
promising alternatives include gradual or “staged” model release, model access for researchers
and auditors, and democratic oversight of AI development and governance decisions.

4. Developers, standards setting bodies, and open-source communities should engage in
collaborative and multi-stakeholder efforts to define fine-grained standards for when
model components should be released. These standards should be based on an understanding
of the risks posed by releasing (different combinations of) model components.

5. Governments should exercise oversight of open source AI models and enforce safety
measures when stakes are sufficiently high. AI developers may not voluntarily adopt risk
assessment and model sharing standards. Governments will need to enforce such measures
through options such as liability law and regulation (e.g. via licensing requirements, fines,
or penalties). Governments will also need to build the capacity to enforce such oversight
mechanisms effectively.
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1. Developers and governments should recognise that some highly capable models will be too
dangerous to open-source, at least initially.

If models are determined to pose significant threats, and those risks are determined to outweigh the
potential benefits of open-sourcing, then those models should not be open-sourced. Such models may
include those that can materially assist development of biological and chemical weapons [50, 109],
enable successful cyberattacks against critical national infrastructure [52], or facilitate highly-effective
manipulation and persuasion [88].30

This is not to say that a given highly capable model should never be open-sourced. Expected model
impacts are likely to change with increasing societal resilience and development of new defensive
techniques. However, model developers should consider a default policy of pursuing release through
alternative methods rather than open-source if they find that a model poses significant threats, and
that the benefits of open-sourcing do not outweigh the risks of doing so.

2. Decisions about open-sourcing highly capable foundation models should be informed by
rigorous risk assessments.

In the past, the benefits of open-sourcing seem to have clearly outweighed the risks. However, we
are not confident that this will continue to be the case in the future for highly capable foundation
models (Section 3). It is therefore important to carefully assess potential risks and benefits before
open-sourcing the model, especially since the decision to open-source a model is irreversible. The
need to conduct risk assessments prior to model release seems to be generally accepted [53, 196,
197].

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) provides guidance for how to conduct
such an assessment [198] which might be applied to inform open-sourcing decisions. Some scholars
have suggested ways in which the NIST AI Risk Management Framework could be adapted to
general-purpose AI systems [199] and catastrophic risks [200]. In the future, we think that developers
of highly capable foundation models will need to combine qualitative and quantitative approaches.
They may need to conduct deterministic safety assessment as well as probabilistic risk assessments,
as is common in the nuclear industry [201].

Since risks associated with certain model capabilities are particularly concerning, risk assessments
should be informed by evaluations of dangerous model capabilities [48]. Both internal [29, 202]
and external model evaluations should be conducted. External assessments can take many different
shapes, such as model evaluations [54, 140], model audits [138, 203, 204], red-teaming [144, 147], or
researcher access via API [141].

Developers intending to open-source a model that is likely to be highly capable should conduct more
involved risk assessments than they would have otherwise. Firstly, the risk assessment should be more
thorough to have the decision be as well-informed as possible, given the irreversibility of decisions to
open-source. Methods such as additional red teaming, internal testing, and staged release approaches
should be pursued.

Secondly, risk assessments ahead of open-sourcing decisions need to assess how the model can be
amended to facilitate misuse. The risk assessment must consider the ease with which safeguards
can be removed and “uncensored” versions of the model can be distributed. Often, safeguards will
be so easy to remove that it is better to avoid the model having the worrying capability altogether
(Section 3). For example, while Stable Diffusion 1.0 had a safety filter, it was easy to disable [83]. In
future releases, Stability AI therefore opted to remove inappropriate content from the training data
instead [205].

Risk assessments should also consider the extent to which risks can be exacerbated by malicious
actors fine-tuning or otherwise amending the model to elicit or develop more dangerous capabilities
(Section 3). It is difficult to anticipate how the model is going to be fine-tuned. It is therefore crucial
that red-teamers have fine-tuning access to the model ahead of release.

30Note that we do not claim that existing models are already too risky. We also do not make any predictions
about how risky the next generation of models will be. Our claim is that developers need to assess the risks and
be willing to not open-source a model if the risks outweigh the benefits.
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Thirdly, risk assessments should consider factors external to the model. The social impacts of a
model (e.g., on democratic processes) are difficult to forecast and necessitate consideration of how
the model will interact with other tools and outside institutions, cultures and material conditions [39].

Finally, for red-teaming, model evaluations and other external safety assessments to be effective, AI
developers need to elicit participation from a diverse and comprehensive set of experts. Only by
harnessing a varied set of viewpoints and expertise can we ensure a broad spectrum of potential risks
are adequately identified and evaluated.

3. Developers should consider alternatives to open-source release as possibilities for working
towards distributive, democratic, and societal advancement goals with less risk.

Before open-sourcing a highly capable foundation model, developers should first clarify goals—
reflecting on why specifically they want to open-source a model—and then consider alternatives that
may reach those goals at lower risk.

With respect to alternative model-sharing strategies, some options may offer some of the same benefits
as open-sourcing, but unlike open-sourcing, still allow developers to adjust their deployment strategy
after release. The idea that models are either fully open or fully closed is a false dichotomy. As
discussed in Section 4, there are numerous options for gated, API, or hosted access in between which
allow for varying degrees of model probing and researchability [69, 141], and there are proposed
frameworks to help navigate these options [81, 131].

Developers could also deploy the model in stages (staged-release) and gather observational data
about how a model is likely to be (mis)used and modified if open-sourced (Section 4.1.3). Finally,
developers could employ proactive efforts to pursue desired benefits, such as by implementing
democratic processes to distribute influence over development and release decisions (Section 4.3.3).

4. A collaborative and multi-stakeholder effort is needed to define fine-grained standards for
when model components should be released.

Standard-setting organizations or industry bodies should develop model-sharing standards that provide
guidance relating to decisions about whether, and if so how, to open-source highly capable foundation
models. Such a standard would contribute to more consistent industry practices and could be an
important step towards regulation. There are a wide range of model-sharing options, even within the
currently ill-defined category of “open-source” systems (see Box 1).

Model-sharing standards should both support safe model distribution and protect open-source prac-
tices and benefits. To achieve both, these standards must be fine-grained and built on a well-researched
understanding of the extent to which access to different (combinations of) model components enable
unrestricted model use, reproduction, and modification.

We make a start at breaking down and defining the numerous model components that can be indepen-
dently shared in Appendix A. It is, however, a much larger project than we can do justice to here, and
it is a project on which members of open-source communities should be centrally involved. A clear
understanding of activities enabled by access to various model components can then be used to inform
model-sharing standards that are well-tailored to their purpose, that are not overly burdensome, that
prevent distribution of dangerous capabilities, and that do not unnecessarily undermine open-source
benefits.

Technical experts, open-source communities, policymakers, and civil society all need to be involved
in this process. There are several actors who could develop such standards. Although standard-setting
organizations like NIST [198] and ISO/IEC [206] have published standards for AI, they do not
seem to have engaged with questions around open-sourcing foundation models specifically. The
Partnership on AI (PAI) has a working group on foundation models [207] and they have published
similar guidelines for publishing research in the past [208]. The Open Source Initiative recently
started a working group to define what makes an AI system “open source” [82]. Another body that
could contribute industry expertise is the recently-announced Frontier Model Forum [209], however
current participants have generally not open-sourced their most advanced foundation models.
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5. Government should exercise oversight and enforcement where stakes are sufficiently high.

AI developers may not voluntarily adopt the risk assessment and model sharing standards described
above, and government involvement will likely be needed. Without such involvement, developers
may not be sufficiently incentivised to voluntarily conduct thorough risk assessments ahead of
model release, to appropriately act on those results, to provide sufficient external access to their
models, or put in place appropriate safeguards. For instance, AI developers may preferentially
choose “friendly” external assessors who share similar concerns around certain types of risk, or
whose financial incentives undermine their ability to provide an independent assessment.

To mitigate such potentialities, governments should increase oversight capacity and set up mechanisms
for enforcing rigorous risk assessments and responsible model release in sufficiently high-stakes
contexts. Governments need to ensure that oversight is rigorous and independent, supported by a
diverse and comprehensive set of independent advisors, and investigates a wide range of AI risks.
Similarly, enforcement mechanisms need to guard against the risk of regulatory capture.

There are multiple options governments could consider in terms of enforcement, such as:

Liability. Developers could be held liable for harms caused by their models that could have been
reasonably foreseen31 or avoided through an exercise of due care.32 While courts will ultimately have
to decide liability on a case-by-case basis, there are strong incentives for developers to demonstrate
due care, by, for example, conducting thorough risk assessments and model evaluations, implementing
adequate precautionary measures, refraining from or reducing high-risk activity,33 and maintaining
their ability to limit harms that occur post-release. Existing tort law already covers unjustifiably risky
acts and omissions, via negligence for failing to exercise due care (including to prevent foreseeable
criminal conduct by a third parties34), products liability for defective designs, and strict liability for
abnormally dangerous activities.35 A critical task will be to clarify the application of these doctrines
to open-sourcing highly capable foundation models [214]. Where the application of existing liability
regimes fails to address significant risks, new statutory duties and liability laws may need to be
developed.

Regulation. Governments could legally require developers of highly capable foundation models to
conduct pre-deployment risk assessments, report potentially dangerous capabilities discovered during
model evaluation, and provide model access pre-deployment to government auditors. Regulations may
also specify under which conditions models may be open-sourced [53]. They could also encourage
or mandate that significant model deployments are preceded by notifications to relevant parts of
government [215]. Such requirements could be enforced by administrative enforcement measures,
both before model deployments (e.g., via a licensing regime) as well as after (e.g., via fines and
penalties) [53].

It is worth noting that liability and regulation each have their strengths and weaknesses. While
liability is generally less onerous and more flexible, enforcing liability rules might be difficult (e.g.,
because of causation and attribution problems, especially when a malicious actor intervenes) and it is
not possible to enforce liability rules ahead of model deployments. Regulation is the only way to
enforce compliance before a model is open-sourced. However, regulation typically leads to higher
compliance costs and there are risks of regulatory capture. In general, liability should be seen as a

31See [210] § 4 (Duty) and § 6 (Tortious Conduct) (1965), and § 901 on the general principle of liability
(1979); See [211] on products liability.

32See [212] on the legal concept of negligence.
33See [213, p. 61]
34See [210] §§ 302A-B (1965); Restatement (Third) of Torts: General Principles § 17 (Discussion Draft April

5, 1999) ("The conduct of a defendant can lack reasonable care insofar as it can foreseeably combine with or
bring about the improper conduct of . . . a third party."); see, e.g., Hamilton v. Accu-Tek, 62 F. Supp. 2d 802,
825 (E.D.N.Y. 1999), 222 F. 3d 36 (2d Cir. 2000), 95 N.Y.2d 878 (N.Y. 2000) (Holding that gun manufacturers
had a duty “to take reasonable steps available . . . to reduce the possibility that [their products would] fall into
the hands of those likely to misuse them” and thus could be held legally responsible under New York negligence
law for criminal shootings resulting from failures to “minimize the risk” through their distribution and marketing
choices).

35See [210] § 520 (1977).
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complement to, rather than a substitute for, regulation [53]. Since the right mix of policies will be
highly context-specific, we do not make any further recommendations.

Policy interventions on open-sourcing are delicate because of the obvious benefits of open-sourcing
and because for-profit companies might use safety concerns as an excuse to gain a competitive
advantage. These concerns should be taken seriously, and further research is needed to understand
the risks, benefits, and legal feasibility of different policy options. However, policy interventions
still seem necessary because open-sourcing highly capable foundation models might essentially
democratize the ability to cause significant harm and because the decision to open-source a model is
irreversible [216]. We think the current debate around the issue [217] is healthy and necessary to
strike the right balance between open-source risks and benefits. In this paper, we have advocated for
a risk-based approach that could be summarized as “make open-source decisions with care”.

6 Conclusion

Open-sourcing offers clear advantages including enabling external oversight, accelerating progress,
and decentralizing control over a potentially transformative technology. To date, open-source practice
has provided substantial net benefits for most software and AI development processes, distributing
influence over the direction of technological innovation and facilitating the development of products
well-tailored to diverse user needs.

However, as AI research progresses and capabilities improve, open-sourcing also presents a growing
potential for misuse and unintended consequences. Open-sourcing increases the risk of proliferation
of model flaws downstream. With access to model weights and code, malicious actors can also more
easily bypass safety measures and modify models or fine-tune models to display dangerous capabili-
ties. Some of the most worrying potentialities involve the use of highly capable foundation models to
build new biological and chemical weapons, to mount cyberattacks against critical infrastructures and
institutions, and to execute highly-effective political influence operations.

For some highly capable foundation models these risks may come to outweigh open-source benefits.
In such cases, developers and regulators should acknowledge that the model should not be open-
sourced, at least initially. These models may become safe to open-source in the future as societal
resilience to AI risk increases and improved safety mechanisms are developed.

Model release decisions should therefore be responsive to comprehensive risk assessments and a
fine-grained understanding of what activities are enabled by freely sharing different combinations
of model components. These decisions should also take into account how alternative model sharing
options (e.g. staged release, gated access, and research API) might further some of the same goals as
open-sourcing. Alternative proactive measures to organize secure collaborations, and to encourage
and enable wider involvement in AI development, evaluation, and governance processes might also
be employed. Open-sourcing is but one option for sharing models, and model sharing is but one
mechanism for facilitating wider community contributions to AI evaluation, development, and control.

Overall, openness, transparency, accessibility, and wider community input are key to facilitating
a future for beneficial AI. The goal of this paper is therefore not to argue that foundation model
development should be kept behind closed doors. Model sharing, including open-sourcing, remains
a valuable practice in most cases. Rather, we submit that decisions to open-source increasingly
capable models must be considered with great care. Comprehensive risk assessments and careful
consideration of alternative methods for pursuing open-source objectives are minimum first steps.
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A AI Model Component Guide

Table 6: AI Model Component Guide

Component Subcomponent Definition What does access to this component
allow actors to do?

Model weights

The variables or numerical values used to
specify how the input (e.g., text describing
an image) is transformed into the output
(e.g., the image itself)

[See trained weights]

Trained weights The final values of model weights after
they have been updated during training

Alone, nothing; but when combined with
the model architecture, any actor can run
or fine-tune the optimized model with very
low computing costs

Model weight
snapshots

The record of the different weight values
as they were updated during training

Combined with model architecture, actors
could run or fine-tune partially-optimized
systems

Hyperparameters

The variables used to define other parts
of the model, such as model architecture
(e.g., the number of layers in the model)
and training process (e.g., the strength of
regularization in the loss function)

[See optimized hyperparameters]

Optimized
hyperparameters

The hyperparameter values chosen through
the hyperparameter optimization process
that optimize the efficiency of the training
process and increase the model’s perfor-
mance on the training task(s)

Immediately train model more effi-
ciently by skipping the computationally-
expensive hyperparameter search; this en-
ables actors to train higher-performance
models for a fixed computing cost

Methods for
hyperparameter

optimization

The techniques used to optimize the hy-
perparameter for model performance (e.g.,
grid search, random search, Bayesian opti-
mization); also known as hyperparameter
tuning

Leverage known techniques to efficiently
find the best model configurations

Data processing
code

The code used to obtain raw training data
and convert it into the form necessary for
model training

Reproduce the full data pipeline that sup-
plies training data to the model

Data cleaning

The code used to transform the training
data into a form more amenable for model
training (e.g., normalization, removing in-
valid data, etc.)

Transform new data into the structure ex-
pected by the model and ensure data com-
patibility

Synthetic data
creation

The code used to generate additional, artifi-
cial data that is similar to the original train-
ing data; synthetic data is useful because
training on more data sometimes improves
model performance

Generate additional training data with sim-
ilar statistical properties as the original

Data loading

The code used to transform the cleaned
training data into the correct structure / for-
mat to be input directly into the model (e.g.
transforming data into tensors for training
on high-performance chips)

Feed new data into the model seamlessly
to enable training

Training code
The code that defines the model architec-
ture and implements the algorithms used to
optimize the model weights during training

Rebuild the model architecture from
scratch and train it end-to-end with the
same code

Continued on next page
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Table 6 – continued from previous page

Component Subcomponent Definition What does access to this component
allow actors to do?

Model
architecture

The code specifying the structure and de-
sign of an AI model, including the types
of layers, the connections between them,
and any additional components or features
that need to be incorporated; it also speci-
fies the types of inputs and outputs to the
model, how input data are processed, and
how learning happens in the model

Alone, understand better how to train simi-
lar models; with trained weights, any actor
can run or fine-tune the model

Loss function /
reward function

The code that defines the loss function:
a mathematical formula that measures
model’s performance on the training task
(e.g. MSE loss); the loss function is crit-
ical because minimizing it during train-
ing guides the optimization of the model
weights

Better understand how to train similar
models

Saving and
loading models

The code that handles saving the trained
model parameters or weights to disk or
other storage mediums, allowing the pa-
rameters to be loaded and reused for infer-
ence or further fine-tuning

Understand better how to distribute trained
models

Training loop

The training loop code iterates over the
training data; within each iteration, it feeds
some input data to the model, computes
the loss, and updates the model’s weights
using the chosen optimization algorithm

Run full end-to-end training from raw data
to final model (given training data and
model architecture)

Hyperparameter
optimization

code

The code used to optimize the hyperpa-
rameters to improve performance, imple-
menting the methods for hyperparameter
optimization (see above)

Discover optimal hyperparameters effi-
ciently and create more capable models
faster

Related models

Some AI systems rely on multiple models,
either during the training/fine-tuning pro-
cess or during inference; for instance, after
initial training, many foundation models
are fine-tuned via a related Reinforcement
Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF)
model and, more directly, Meta’s CICERO
combines a language processing model
with a strategic reasoning model

Related models cannot be easily used on
their own, but would help actors under-
stand how to integrate different types of
AI model into a single system

Guidelines for
human

evaluators in
RLHF

The instructions specifying what kind of
feedback human evaluators should provide
on the outputs from the foundation model;
this feedback is then used in the RLHF
training process

Understand how to efficiently obtain high-
quality training data from human labelers

Inference code
(prediction or

deployment code)

The code that, given the model weights
and architecture, implements the trained
model; in other words, it runs the AI model
and allows it to perform tasks (like writing,
classifying images and playing games)

Generate model outputs and use the model
directly, understand how to efficiently run
the model and how to integrate it into pro-
duction systems

Safety code

Additional code is often included within
the inference code to prevent malicious or
harmful use of the model (e.g., prevent-
ing users from generating pornographic
images)

Understand how developers tried to pre-
vent misuse of the model

Continued on next page
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Table 6 – continued from previous page

Component Subcomponent Definition What does access to this component
allow actors to do?

Training strategies

Specific techniques used to train the model
(e.g., how long to train the model for);
these are specified in the training code but
also communicated at a high-level in asso-
ciated papers and model cards

Understand which techniques boost train-
ing efficiency and thus model performance
for a fixed computing cost

Training data

The data used to train and test the model
(for instance, pictures for an image recog-
nition model or internet webpages for a
large language model)

Understand features of the data used to
train the model and, given model architec-
ture and training code, train the model

Data labels

Sometimes, training data are labeled (e.g.,
a label for a picture could be a caption or
description of the image); labels enable
evaluation during training about how well
the machine learning model is predicting
the label, but they are not always necessary
depending on the model being trained

Understand how labeling takes place (and
whether it is outsourced to a third-party,
for example), train or retrain models (de-
pending on the model)

Testing data

To fairly evaluate how well a model per-
forms, its predictions are often evaluated
on a new set of testing data that was never
used during training; this can be a portion
of the original training data that is "held-
out" and excluded from training, or a new
dataset

Same as training data (but to a lesser extent
since there tends to be more training than
testing data), evaluate performance when
training or retraining models

Evaluation
Metrics

Measures against which to assess the per-
formance of the model during training;
these metrics may vary depending on the
specific task; commonly-used metrics in-
clude accuracy, precision, recall, or per-
plexity

Understand how the model capabilities
were assessed, evaluate performance when
training or retraining models

Tacit knowledge

Additional information known only to cer-
tain researchers and engineers within AI
labs that is often very helpful (and some-
times necessary) to train advanced AI mod-
els; for example, Phuong & Hutter (2022)
summarizes some tacit knowledge relating
to the Transformer architecture

Train more advanced models more effi-
ciently

Software stack

A set of software or code libraries that en-
ables the training of an AI model; this in-
cludes machine learning frameworks such
as PyTorch, TensorFlow and Jax, as well
as compilers and optimized libraries like
CUDA, cuDNN and Triton that enable
training on advanced GPUs

Knowing the version of certain software
tools would save time when building train-
ing pipelines
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